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(ABSTRACT) 

This thesis developed a normative model for designing advertising communications for 

entertainers in particular fields. Models in four major areas of advertising communication 

(segmentation, positioning, strategy and creative decisions) were reviewed and a model was 

developed that was tailored to the entertainment service industry. Based on each model, 

hypotheses were developed to posit relationships between easily identified and accessed 

restaurant characteristics (location, classification, atmosphere style and current entertainment 

status) and interest in hiring entertainment, entertainment form attractiveness and consumer 

involvement. These hypotheses postulated that were differences, based on restaurant 

groupings by the characteristics, in terms of restaurant managers' interest in hiring magic, 

perceptions of attractiveness and involvement. 

The research was conducted in two phases. The first phase was an informal pilot study 

that determined salient attributes and entertainment services for consideration in positioning; 

the second phase was the use of a personal interview survey to examine the attitudes of 

restaurant managers in Southwest Virginia toward entertainment in general, and magic in 

particular. Magic was selected as a representative entertainment form for testing of the con-

ceptual model. 

In general, the analysis provided good support for the hypothesized relationships. All 

hypotheses showed significant results for at least some of their component parts, the primary 

exception being the belief that restaurant managers differ in their attitudes by the location of 

their restaurants. Finally, the major findings of the research were used to discuss managerial 

recommendations for designing an advertising communication for magicians. Limitations and 

implications for future research were also discussed. 
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CHAPTER I: LITERATURE REVIEW 

INTRODUCTION 

The objective of this thesis was the development of a normative model of advertising 

communication strategy that could be easily used by magicians and other types of 

entertainers to help them focus their advertising efforts. As entertainers do not have access 

to detailed information about advertising strategies nor ha;; there been any research aimed 

at such advertising strategies, this thesis sought to provide a place for entertainers to turn 

when developing their advertising communications. While the proposed model is applied in a 

practical manner, its separate components have strong theoretical bases. The first chapter 

provides a literature review of some theories and models common to relevant areas of ad-

vertising communication for use in the development of the conceptual model and some basic 

background on service industries, of which entertainment is one. 

Chapter II further exam'ines the theories upon which the model's component parts are 

based in order to develop managerially relevant hypotheses. However, the recommendations 

that came out of the accompanying study, while managerial in nature, are grounded in well-

researched theories. 
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Chapter Ill describes the methods used in this study. The analysis methods chosen were 

those most appropriate for a· study developing managerially relevant consumer profiles. 

Chapter IV presents data analysis and results. This chapter elaborates on the methods in-

troduced in Ct:iapter Ill. The final chapter of this thesis conce~ns itself with managerial impli-

cations and recommendations based on the results presented in Chapter IV. All 

recommendations are aimed at the magic service industry as this was chosen as a repre-

sentative entertainment form. This study focuses on magic as a case example for practically 

applying the proposed model. The implications for future research address the use of only 

one entertainment form being used to test .the proposed model's effectiveness. Chapter V 

also considers the limitations of this study. 

OVERVIEW 

The objective of this chapter is to review literature on prevelant models and theories in 

four areas of advertising communication strategy: market segmentation, product positioning, 

advertising strategy and creative decisions in order to make managerial recommendations 

for advertising an entertainment service industry. Of particular interest is magic. A back-

ground in service industries and the qualities that make them unique in advertising are dis-

cussed so that there will be a better understanding of the necessity for the study conducted 

within this thesis. 

This chapter is divided into seven sections. Each of the areas mentioned above are 

discussed in terms of specific theories that have been developed in the field of advertising 

communication. Section one of this chapter, market segmentation, discusses segmentation 

designs and bases for segmentation that are suitable for making advertising decisions. 

Section two examines positioning strategies for a service or product. Three develop-

ments in attitudinal segmentation research; buyer behavior modeling, creation of "pictures·, 
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and the multi-attribute approach. which have led to a relatively simple and clear procedure for 

positioning analysis are briefly discussed. Talarzyk's (1972) modification of the the Fishbein 

multi-attribute model is applied to this study on entertainment services. 

Advertising strategy is looked at in section three. Within this section consumer behavior 

models, such as the hierarchy of effects, elaboration likelihood model and the Foote, Cone and 

Belding (FCB) model of consumer involvement are discussed. Chapter II further examines the 

expectations of the elaboration likelihood model to develop a set of hypotheses applicable to 

this study. 

Section four, creative decisions, introduces two theories of attitude change; cognitive 

response and cognitive dissonance. Chapter II discusses the behavioral and managerial im-

plications of cognitive response theory with regards to the magic and entertainment service 

industries. Specific types of creative appeals and how their choice is affected by theories of 

attitude change are also discussed within this section. 

Section five is a review of advertising literature aimed specifically at the service market. 

This section defines entertainment as a service industry. As such, there are certain impli-

cations for advertising. These implications are discussed in terms of six guidelines. The ser-

vice industry life cycle and its effects on advertising and motivation of consumers is also 

examined. 

Section six of this chapter gives a brief background on the lack of promotion and ad-

vertising research in the magic service industry. The final section provides a summary of the 

points covered within this chapter. 
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MARKET SEGMENTATION 

Before designing any advertising communication. a target audience for which the com-

munication is aimed at must be identified and characterized on important characteristics. This 

is the overall objective of market segmentation. Almost any consumer characteristic (i.e., 

geographic location, demographics) can be considered (and probably has been) as a basis for 

segmenting a market. The usefulness of any particular characteristic as a segmentation basis. 

however may be thought of as a function of certain conditions (Kotler 1976). First, it must be 

measureable in such a way that one can readily determine whether the within-segment re-

sponse variance is indeed less than the between segment response variance and secondly, 

the accessibility of the receivers who make up a segment must be considered (Percy and 

Rossiter 1980). The ways in which segmentation studies can fulfill these conditions are dis-

cussed shortly. 

The first condition of segmentation, determination of the within-segment variance, can 

be handled in a manner incorporating two ideas to market segmentation. These ideas are 

explained through the following two statements: (1) market segmentation is a management 

strategy and (2) implementation of the strategy of market segmentation involves postulates 

about the characteristics and the behavior of the targeted groups, not individuals (Bass, Tigert 

and Lonsdale 1968). Bass, Tigert and Lonsdale (1968) argued against the popular conclusion 

that socioeconomic variables are not a feasible base for segmentation. They conducted a 

study which found that socioeconomic variables (including demographic characteristics) can 

explain a greater amount of the within-group variance than was previously thought possible. 

However, this was proven only between groups, thus permitting segmentation based on group 

means. Keeping these two propositions in mind, managerial segmentation studies, as op-

posed to academic studies, can be conducted with either of two types of research designs. 

The second condition, accessiblity of the target segments, can be determined through 

an identifiable/accessible approach to segmentation. This approach is best suited to the 
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marketing task of advertising, and is aimed at identifying easily, and inexpensively, deter-

mined consumer characteristics, such as socioeconomic variables (Sonoma and Shapiro 

1984). This approach is in line with research conducted by Bass, Tigert and Lonsdale (1968), 

which found that the use of such variables was feasible for segmentation studies. The ac-

cessibility aspect is of account for planning media strategy, which, although not addressed 

directly in this thesis, is of importance for determining specific segmentation constructs. 

Chapter II introduces the demographic variables selected for this study. These variables were 

chosen for their accessibility and low cost of identification. These two functions of segmen-

tation, determination of the within-segment variance and accessibility of the segment, are 

satisfied by using a strategy incorporating one of two research designs and one of two general 

bases for segmentation. 

Two types of prototypical segmentation designs have been prevelant in managerial 

studies; a-priori and clustering-based. In a clustering-based design, the segments are deter-

mined on the basis of a clustering of respondents on a set of relevant variables (e.g. benefits, 

attitudes) (Wind 1978). An a-priori design however, determines the basis for segmentation 

based on what is important to the manager (Wind 1978). For instance, interest in hiring magic 

is important to magicians. This type of design uses a survey to estimate the segment's de-

mographic, socioeconomic and psychographic characteristics. For the study conducted in 

association with this thesis, an a-priori design was used to choose a managerially important 

target market for entertainers; the restaurant market and then determine those types most 

interested in hiring magic. According to Diamond (1983) and Ginn (1984), two of the ac-

knowledged experts in magic marketing, restaurants provide the most popular and lucrative 

arena for entertainers, particularly magicians. 

Segmentation studies require a base for segmentation (the dependent variable, i.e., in-

terest in hiring entertainment) as well as descriptors (the independent variables, i.e., location 

of the restaurant) of the segments. Both types of variables have been divided into two cate-

gories; general consumer characteristics, including demographic, socioeconomic and 

psychographic characteristics and situational specific customer characteristics such as prod-
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uct usage, purchase patterns and attitudes towards the product and its consumption (Wind 

1978). The selection of the variables for a segmentation study are dependent on; (1) man-

agement's specific needs and (2) the current state of the marketing and consumer behavior 

knowledge about the relevance of various variables as bases for, and descriptors of, market 

segments (Wind 1978). Management's (i.e., magicians) specific needs involve easily finding 

and contacting an appropriate market. Individual entertainers tend not to have much know-

ledge about theoretical consumer behavior. Therefore, what is relevant to them must be 

practical to be useful. The specific constructs chosen are described in Chapter II. The next 

section discusses positioning analyses common to advertising. The importance of positioning 

is that, unless entertainers knows how their particular entertainment form is perceived by their 

target market as compared to competitive forms, they will be unable to tailor their communi-

cations so that strengths are emphasized and weaknesses deemphasized. Determination of 

the position held by the entertainment in the consumer's (i.e., restaurant managers) mental 

set is the second step in developing advertising campaigns aimed at particular segments. 

The first step was identifying the most appropriate consumers. This was handled by segmen-

tation. 

POSITIONING 

Positioning is an area of advertising communication requiring examination of consumer 

attitudes. Positioning an entertainment form (i.e., magic) within the product or service cate-

gory of entertainment is necessary because communication, particularly advertising, must 

position the particular entertainment form in a manner that is appropriate to the consumers' 

mental set. A service's position needs development to deal with the noise and confusion that 

exists within each service category. 
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There are various methods that have been researched and are common to positioning 

studies. In particular, three developments in attitudinal segmentation research have led to a 

relatively simple and clear procedure for positioning analysis and development. The first area 

is buyer behavior modeling or decision making models. These are small-scale decision proc-

ess conceptualizations in which the researchers are concerned with how people combine their 

perceptions to come up with certain preferences that lead to behavior (Ray 1982). Examples 

of some of the more commonly used models of this type are: compensatory (i.e., the Fishbein 

multi-attribute approach) and non-compensatory models (i.e., disjunctive, conjunctive, 

lexicographic and dominance). Compensatory models are so called because they allow for 

strong attributes to compensate for weak ones for a particular brand or service. These mod-

els are particularly effective when specific information is sought. 

Another area of research led to the creation of Hpictures" of the consumer's perception 

of any particular problem area or product category. These pictures are developed by asking 

consumers how differently or similarly they see various brands or possible products within a 

particular product or service area. These similarity judgments can then be used to develop a 

perceptual map that shows how far the apart various brands are and how these brands relate 

to an ideal (Ray 1982). Perceptual mapping is the most commonly used model creating pic-

tures. 

The multi-attribute approach to positioning is the most commonly used approach in 

consumer behavior and is directly related to consumer attitudes. This approach is represen-

tative of the compensatory models mentioned. The assumption underlying this class of posi-

tioning approaches is that the likelihood of purchase within a particular product (service) 

category is indicated by the extent to which that product (service) category contains the attri-

butes the target audience thinks are important for solving a particular problem, achieving a 

particular goal or fitting in with a particular event (Ray 1982). 

Talaryzk's (1972) modification of Fishbeins' popular multi-attribute approach allows for 

a determination of the image of the service (magic) in the consumers' mind. In this situation, 

image is defined as a set of attitudes based upon evaluation of those attributes deemed im-
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portant by consumers (James, Durand and Dreves 1976). This positioning analysis is directly 

related to market segmentation because it can be expected that different groups of consumers 

(i.e., different types of restaurants) believe that different attributes are important (James, 

Durand and Dreves 1976). 

Positioning dictates what information to present to the audience. This information is in-

dicated by important attributes. Advertising strategy looks at the construct of consumer in-

volvement to design a message copy appeal that most effectively presents the relevant 

information. 

ADVERTISING STRATEGY 

The major question in advertising has not been. "Does advertising work?", it is known 

that it does, but rather, "How does advertising work?" Because advertising is a one.-way ex-

change that is impersonal in format, it must compensate by making greater use of both ra-

tional and emotional devices to have an effect. People can selectively avoid, accept or reject, 

remember or forget the experience and thereby confound the best of advertising plans 

(Vaughn 1980). To understand how advertising works, it is necessary to understand how peo-

ple think, feel and behave towards the various products and services that affect their lives. 

Consumer behavior models began to be developed in the early 1960's. Robert Lavidge 

and Gary Steiner developed an approach that tied together all the previous models into what 

they called the "Hierarchy of Effects" model (See Figure 1). This model has come to represent 

the starting point for understanding consumer behavior. Specifically, Lavidge and Steiner 

suggested (Lavidge and Steiner, p. 61, 1961): 

"Advertising may be thought of as a force which must move people up a series of steps: 

1) Near the bottom of the steps stand th.e potential purchasers who are completely unaware 
of the existence of the product or service in question. 
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Stage 1 Awareness 

l 
Stage 2 Knowledge 

1 
Stage 3 Liking 

i 
Stage 4 Preference 

l 
Stage 5 Conviction 

l 
Stage 6 Purchase 

Source: Robert J. Lavidge and Gary A. Steiner (1961), "A Model for Predictive Measurements of Advertising 
Effectiveness," Journal of Marketing, pp. 59-62. 

FIGURE 1: The Hierarchy of Effects Model 
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2) Closer to purchasing are those who are merely aware of its existence. 

3) Up a step are prospects who know what the product has to offer. 

4) Closer to purchasing are those with favorable attitudes toward the product. 

5) Those whose favorable attitudes have developed to the point of preference over all other 
possibilities are up still another step. 

6) Even closer to purchasing are consumers who couple preferences with a desire to buy 
and the conviction that the purchase would be wise. 

7) The final step translates these attitudes into actual purchase.# 

This approach was primarily a psychological one that was related to the standard communi-

cations model, but is a generally accepted definition of how advertising works. Various modi-

fied models have been developed. to compensate for deficiencies in the Hierarchy of Effects 

model. Generally these modifications consist of the following: (1) acknowledging that con-

sumers might proceed through the sequence imperfectly (stop/start, make mistakes), (2) that 

feedback would allow later events to influence earlier events and (3) that consumers could 

skip the process entirely and behave #illogically# (Vaughn 1980). These changes in the basic 

model made it more flexible while still preserving the LEARN-FEEL-DO sequence of the ori-

ginal. It helped to explain purchase behavior without the presence of measurable product 

knowledge or attitude formation (Vaughn 1980). Shortly after the arrival of the Robertson (1971) 

model, which incorporated these modifications, other models and theories appeared. The 

theory which has garnered the most recent attention is consumer involvement theory. 

The effectiveness of advertising messages is now widely believed to be moderated by 

audience involvement (Greenwald and Leavitt 1984). Although there are many specific defi-

nitions of involvement within both social and consumer psychology, there is considerable 

agreement that high involvement messages have greater personal relevance and conse-

quences or elicit more personal connections than low involvement messages (Sherif and 

Hovland 1961; Krugman 1965; Petty and Cacioppo 1979; Engel and Blackwell 1982; 

Zaichkowsky 1985). The remainder of this section discusses two popular involvement models 

in marketing communications. These are the elaboration likelihood model (Petty and 

Cacioppo 1981, 1986) and the 1979 .Foote, Cone and Belding model. Petty and Cacioppo (1981, 
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1986) developed the elaboration likelihood model (ELM) of attitude change to view the effects 

of involvement on consumer response to advertising. 

The Elaboration likelihood Model 

Figure 2 illustrates the elaboration likelihood model of persuasion. The basic tenet of the 

ELM is that different methods of inducing persuasion may work best depending on whether the 

elaboration likelihood of the communication situation (i.e ... the probability of message- or 

issue-relevant thought occuring) is high or low. When the elaboration likelihood is high, the 

central route to persuasion should be particularly effective, but when the elaboration likeli-

hood is low, the peripheral route should be better (Petty, Cacioppo and Schumann 1983; Petty 

and Cacioppo 1986; Wu and Shaffer 1987). The central route emphasizes direct experience 

knowledge for involvement, while the peripheral route stresses the importance of peripheral 

cues, such as source attractiveness, on involvement with an advertisment. The ELM contends 

that as an issue or product increases in personal relevance or consequences, it becomes 

more important and adaptive in forming a reasoned opinion. Thus, people are more motivated 

to devote the cognitive effort required to evaluate the true merits of an issue or product when 

involvement is high rather than low (Petty, Cacioppo and Schumann 1983). If increased 

involvment increases one's propensity to think about the true merits of an issue or product, 

then manipulations that require extensive issue- or product-relevant thought in order to be 

effective should have a greater impact under high rather than low involvement conditions. The 

reverse of this also holds true; manipulations that do not require extensive thought should 

have greater impact under low involvement conditions (Petty, Cacioppo and Schumann 1983). 

The implication of this model for advertising is that different kinds of message copy appeals 

may be most effective for different audiences based on their involvement level with the atti-

tude object (i.e., entertainment). This is an important implication for designing persuasive 
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communications. It helps to determine how to present the message copy or content in a 

manner most suited to a particular target audience. 

The FCB Model 

Foote, Cone & Belding Communications, Inc. (1979) developed a model that built on the 

idea of using involvement as a way to determine that different message copy appeals are best 

suited to products or issues depending on consumers' involvement level. This model (See 

Figure 3) produces a strategy matrix based on the continuums of consumer involvement (high 

to low) and consumer thought (thinking to feeling). The matrix utilizes the Learn-Feel-Do hi-

erarchy model for identification of four potentially major goals for advertising (Berkman and 

Gilson 1986). The four quadrants presented illustrate these goals. The dotted lines indicate 

that consumers move freely between quadrants, while the solid arrows depict the evolution 

of consumer tendencies as importance wanes and thinking diminishes with respect to partic-

ular products and services (Berkman and Gilson 1986). 

Quadrant 1 is High Involvement/Thinking (INFORMATIVE). This implies a large need for 

information because of the importance of the product and the thinking issues related to it 

(Vaugn 1980). The strategy recommended for this quadrant follows the typical Learn-Feel-Do 

sequence, where functional and salient information is provided to build consumer attitudinal 

acceptance and subseqent purchase (Berkman and Gilson 1986). 

Quadrant 2 is High Involvement/Feeling (AFFECTIVE). The product decision is involved, 

but specific information is less important than the attitudes held about the product. The strat-

egy involved here is of the Feel-Learn-Do sequence because the importance of the product is 

tied up in the self-esteem of the consumer (Vaughn 1980). 

Quadrant 3 is Low Involvement/Thinking (HABIT FORMATION). Decisions involve mini-

mal thought and a tendency to form buying habits for convenience (Vaughn 1980). Information, 

to the extent that it plays a role, will be any point-of-difference that can be meaningfully 
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exploited. Because the relevant strategy is of the Do-Learn-Feel pattern, the communication 

strategy here lies in simply inducing trial (coupons, free samples), which often generate sub-

sequent purchase more readily than stressing undifferentiating copy points (Berkman and 

Gilson 1986). 

Quadrant 4 is Low Involvement/Feeling (SELF-SATISFACTION). This is the area that ac-

counts for products satisfying personal tastes. The relevant strategy is the Do-Feel-Learn se-

quence (Vaughn 1980). Because the consumers' interest will be hard to hold and short-lived, 

it is necessary to get attention with some consistency. 

The more the advertising strategies, which are based on involvement theories, match 

the consumer's purchase experience, the better advertising is internalized and accepted 

(Berkman and Gilson 1986). Thus, specific creative appeals for presenting relevant message 

copy appeals can be designed for appropriateness to the important target market. Appeal 

choices are addressed by creative decisions. This area taps consumer attitudes so that ef-

fective campaigns can be designed. Up to now, the communication fields have looked at how 

to identify and characterize interested consumers, how to position particular entertainment 

services in the consumers' mental set and have given idea on how to choose message copy 

strategies. The final relevant communication area seeks to find the best way to put 

everythingthing together into an effective presentation format. 

CREATIVE DECISIONS 

Current studies indicate that the most accurate predictor of actual buying behavior is 

consumer attitudes (Berkman and Gilson 1986). There are at least three theories of attitude 

change: (1) functional, (2) information-processing and (3) cognitive consistency. 

Functional theories emphasize the function that attitude fulfills in terms of the need 
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structure of the individual, but relatively little research has been done in this field, probably 

because little is known about the functional values of consumer attitudes (Runyon 1977). 

Information-processing theories are probably the most widely researched and used 

theories in marketing, even though they have inherent limitations that mean the probability 

of attitude change is extremely low (Runyon 1977). Cognitive response theory, as originally 

outlined by Greenwald (1968), is the most widely used and researched theory of how attitude 

change comes about through persuasive communications. The basic premise of this theory 

is that consumers do not passively accept messages, but rather, actively respond to them. 

These responses can take the form of either support or counterarguments. This is similar to 

the tenet proposed by the elaboration likelihood model which stated that differences in cog-

nitive efforts play a role in choosing message copy appeals. In this model, high involvement 

consumers cognitively elaborate a message. These elaborations can take the form of either 

support or counterarguments as put forth by cognitive response theory. 

Cognitive consistency theories dominated research in this field prior to the advent of the 

information-processing theories. The basic assumption behind all cognitive consistency the-

ories is that an individual strives to achieve consistency in their attitudes. People do not like 

contradictory thoughts. Thus, consistency is desired. This consistency can come about either 

through rejection of the discrepant thought or through attitude change in the direction of the 

discrepant thought. The latter is the desired method for advertisers. Three bases for creating 

attitude change are suggested. First. not only may attitudes be changed by presenting new 

information, but secondly they may also be changed by modifying feelings towards the brand 

and thirdly, by inducing consumers to engage in attitude-discrepant behavior (Runyon 1977). 

Any of these strategies would also create an imbalance or inconsistency in attitude structure 

and produce pressure to modify the attitude (Runyon 1977). 
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Cognitive Dissonance and Persuasion 

Festinger's (1957) theory of cognitive dissonance has been the most influential cognitive 

consistency theory to grow out of Gestalt psychology. The person's awareness of having 

made a decision is the starting point upon which the psychological processes are traced (West 

and Wicklund 1980). The central concepts of cognitive dissonance theory are »cognitions# -

that is, elements of knowledge or individual opinions, beliefs or values. It has come to be an 

axiom that cognitions about decisions already made are highly resistant to change (West and 

Wicklund 1980). Given this starting point, it is assumed that the amount of cognitive 

dissonance produced in the context of a decision is a function of the number (and importance) 

of cognitions that are ·dissonant" with (contrary to) the direction taken in the decision (West 

and Wicklund 1980). The underlying postulate of cognitive dissonance theory is that 

dissonance creates a state of tension which the person wishes to reduce. The two general 

ways of accomplishing this are; (1) reduce the dissonant cognitions or (2) adding consonant 

(in alignment with the -decision) cognitions (West and Wicklund 1980). 

Strategic implications of cognitive dissonance for advertisers include the fact that com-

munication can be used to alter existing information, hence creating dissonance and dispos-

ing the consumer to bring the dissonant elements into balance by reducing the dissonant 

cognitions. This is accomplished through using sources that are deemed to be credible 

(Berkman and Gilson 1986). The two main determinants of this factor are trustworthiness and 

expertise. Testimonials and the use of celebrity endorsers have been proven effective in 

changing attitudes through dissonance (Berkman and Gilson 1986). It is through the presen-

tation of persuasive communications that advertisers utilize the implications of this theory. 

As discussed in conjunction with the elaboration likelihood model, message presentation does 

not affect persuasion, and hence attitude change, if the central route (high involvement) is 

followed by a receiver. Thus, in such a case, the strategic implications of cognitive dissonance 

would not be effective in designing a persuasive appeal. Presentation of a persuasive com-
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munication comes about through appeal strategy. The following section introduces various 

creative appeal strategies that are commonly used. 

Creative Appeals and Persuasion 

Creative appeals work through theories of attitude change to motivate consumers to-

ward some form of activity or to influence attitudes toward a product or service (Berkman and 

Gilson 1987). The usual appeal categories used in advertising are rational versus emotional, 

positive versus negative, humor, fear and sex (Berkman and Gilson 1987). 

Rational vs. Emotional Appeals: A rational approach appeals to the consumer's practi-

cal, utility- oriented needs for products and services (Berkman and Gilson 1987). A common 

strategy of this type is a two-sided argument, which can be used to predispose the consumer 

towards a particular product or service. This type of approach gives the message receiver a 

feeling that the advertiser is being honest in presenting the shortcomings associated with the 

product or service, hence the receiver is more open and responsive to what the message has 

to say and s/he will internally argue in favor of what is being advertised. The fact that a ra-

tional approach provides information about the product or service presented means that the 

perceived risk factor is decreased because less is left to the imagination. The implications of 

this, in association with the use of a two-sided argument, are that since negative points have 

already been established, there is little need for the receiver to present these negatives, in the 

form of counterarguments, to him/herself. 

The emotional approach appeals to psychological, rather than utility needs. Certain 

product types, such as jewelry or alcoholic beverages, lend themselves to this strategy. The 

persuasive aspects of this strategy deal with getting the receiver to become emotionally in-

volved in the message. If the message causes a positive feeling that is associated with the 

receivers' self-esteem, then there is less chance that counterarguments will be generated. 
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Positive vs. Negative Appeals: The choice of a positive or negative appeal is a subjective 

one (Berkman and Gilson 1987). A negative approach, which uses problems or says what a 

product will not do, can work in the same way a two-sided argument does. A feeling of honesty 

is generated because the product or service is presented in a realistic manner and since 

some counterarguments have already been presented, the consumer may be less inclined to 

generate more in their minds. A positive approach cannot capitalize on the same persuasive 

features that a negative appeal can, instead it attempts to persuade the receiver that the 

product or service is so outstanding, compared to other offerings, that any negative points are 

too minor to mention. If the message itself is persuasive enough the receiver will not be dis-

posed to develop counterarguments. 

Humor Appeals: Humorous advertisements may distract the audience, resulting in fewer 

counterarguments and an increase in persuasion This is in line with the hypothesis that peo-

ple are inclined to argue subvocally with persuasive communication (Gardner 1971). Inter-

ference with this subvocal counterargument results in more agreement with the position taken 

in the communication (Berkman and Gilson 1987) because the receiver is unable to formulate 

arguments projecting a negative image for the service. 

Fear Appeals: Fear appeals must be used carefully. A close look at the makeup of the 

target groups will help to determine if a fear appeal is a viable alternative. Studies have shown 

that the success of fear appeals drops as education level increases (Brooker 1981). In addi-

tion, Ray and Wilkie (1970) have concluded that high fear appeals might be persuasive with 

audiences who are low in anxiety and high in self-esteem, who exhibit coping behavior, who 

normally find the topic or category of low relevance, and who normally see themselves as 

having low vulnerability to the threat in the fear message. 

Sex Appeals: Little consumer research has been advanced to measure the effectiveness 

of using sex appeal in a message. There is some evidence that, while sex does evoke imme-

diate attention (Baker 1961). which would be good for creating strong general thoughts, view-

ers do not relate the message to the brand name (Anastasi 1964). Hence, there exists a 
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situation where the advertiser is spending money on a message that is being perceived, but 

is not persuading the receiver to think positively about the product or service. 

The previous discussions delved somewhat into well-researched consumer behavior 

theories that are incorporated into the proposed model. However, much of the research has 

dealt with product advertising as opposed to services. Entertainment is not a tangible product. 

But why? The following section examines the unique characteristics of services that differ-

entiate them from products. It also brings up the thought that research done for products 

cannot simply be applied blindly to services. This is the primary reason for this thesis. Ser-

vices, entertainment included, are simply too important for hand-me-down research. 

SERVICE INDUSTRY ADVERTISING 

It was stated in the introduction given at the beginning of this chapter that the objective 

of this thesis was the development of a normative model of advertising communication strat-

egy for an entertainment industry. The specific example used here is magic. The communi-

cation theories and models that have been discussed previously have been predominantly 

tested for products, not services. In those areas where the emphasis has been on products, 

the most common models or theories were discussed. Chapter II examines particular theories 

for incorporation into the conceptual model of advertising communication strategy. It is not 

suggested that services and products are interchangeable, and thus can be best explained 

through the same models. It is suggested though, that when areas of communication have 

not previously focused on services, there was no choice but to use product-based theories. In 

fact, it is one of the purposes of this thesis to provide some empirical research in the service 

advertising field. Thus, a test of whether product-based models are effective is appropriate. 

In order to see why services are not being considered interchangeable with products, an ex-

amination into what differentiates them is needed. The entertainment industry is unique in 
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advertising because of several of its characteristics. These characteristics define enter-

tainment as a service industry. The following sections of this chapter discuss the unique 

properties of services that make designing advertising campaigns for them more difficult than 

for products. 

Unique Properties of Services 

As mentioned previously, entertainment is a service industry. "Unlike most merchan-

dise, the buyer does not take the purchase away with him, but pays for it, looks at it and then 

leaves with only the memory of it" (Gutman 1982). What makes advertising a service different 

from advertising a product? While service marketing communications take the same form as 

in product marketing (Sessom and Jackson 1975), service advertising is difficult because it 

offers no tangible rewards and no immediate sensations (Unwin 1975). There are factors as-

sociated with services that make the advertising of them difficult. First, there are a number 

of unique characteristics - notably intangibility, insepararability of production and consump-

tion, heterogeneity, and perishability - which separate services from tangible goods. Services 

are intangible because they are performances; one cannot hold a service in a hand. 

Intangibility, according to Bateson (1979) is the critical goods-services distinction from which 

all other differences emerge. However, it is wrong to imply that services are just like products 

except for the intangibility factor. "Tangible" means "palpable" and "material". ·intangible" 

means just the opposite; "impalpable" and "immaterial" (Shostack 1977). 

Inseparability involves the simultaneous production and consumption which character-

izes most services. Whereas goods are first produced, then sold, then consumed; services are 

first sold, then produced and consumed simultaneously (Regan 1963). Because a service has 

been described as a "deed, act or performance", the inseparability aspect of services implies 

that the "deed, act or performance" be carried out with intimate contact between the buyer 
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and the seller (Berry 1980). Inseparability also means that the producer and seller are the 

same entity, making only direct distribution possible, unlike with tangible goods (Upah 1980). 

Heterogeneity concerns the potential for high variability in the performances of services. 

The quality and essence of a service can vary from producer to producer, from customer to 

customer, and from day to day (Zeithaml, Parasuraman and Berry 1985). It is also possible for 

the producer's performance to fluctuate day to day. The level of consistency that you can 

count on and try to communicate to the consumer is not a certain thing (Knisely 1979). 

Perishability means that services cannot be saved up. Thus there exists the possibility 

of fluctuating demand. 

What the intangibility factor means to service advertisers is that they must deal in ab-

stractions, unlike the product advertiser and are often forced to describe the invisible, artic-

ulate the imaginary and define the indistinct. Another distinction is that products are usually 

advertised singly, whereas services are nearly always plural (Unwin 1975). 

Entertainment services are just that; services. This can be readily seen from the de-

scriptions of the unique characteristics that separate services from tangible goods. 

Intangibility is found in the fact that, unlike most merchandise, the buyer of entertainment does 

not take his/her purchase away. He/she looks at or listens to it, then leaves with only the 

memory (Gutman 1982). The inseparability aspect is implied because, when the last customer 

has paid, looked and left, the material that was bought still belongs to the one who sold or 

performed it (Kahn 1979). it is readily acknowledged that services differ from products. What 

are the implications? George and Berry (1981) addressed this question. 

Guidelines for Service Industry Advertising 

As with advertising for tangible goods, selective. demand for services is stimulated by 

communicating the unique advantages of the seller's offering compared to those of the com-

petitors (Sessom and Jackson 1975). This function of advertising is directly related to posi-
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tioning analysis. Unique advantagesw can take the form of perceived strengths. Despite this, 

the advertising of intangible services, performed by fallible and inconsistent human beings, is 

quite a different thing from advertising tangible goods. William R. George and Leonard L. 

Berry (1981) have presented six guidelines for service advertising based on some of the spe-

cial characteristics of services. Due to the heterogeneity of services these guidelines are in-

tended to have relevance to a wide range of service industries, but not all. The guidelines 

are as follows (George and Berry 1981, p.52): 

(1) Does the advertising have positive effects on contact personnel? 

(2) Does the advertising capitalize on word-of-mouth? 

(3) Does the advertising provide tangible clues? 

(4) Does the advertising make the service more easily understood? 

(5) Does the advertising contribute to continuity? 

(6) Does the advertising promise what is possible? 

These guidelines are presented only as further background into the difficulties facing service 

industry advertisers. They will not be directly addressed in this thesis. However, the ideas that 

they represent, how to better aim an advertsing communication towards a particular market 

(in these guidelines it is a broad market; the service industry market), have already been ad-

dressed in the discussions of the proposed model's component areas. 

Does the advertising have positive effects on contact personnel? The most fundamental 

difference between a good and a service is that a good is an object and a service is a per-

formance. When the performance is people-based, the quality of the service rendered is in-

separable from the quality of the service provider (George and Berry 1981). Not unlike goods 

advertising, services advertising will normally be directed at one or more target markets. In 

addition, customer contact personnel are a potentially important ·second audience" for ser-

vices advertising (George and Berry 1981). When the perfomances of people are what cus-

tomers buy, the advertiser needs to be concerned not only with encouraging customers to buy, 

but also encouraging employees to perform (George and Berry 1981). A successful service 
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company must first sell the job to employees before. it can sell its service to customers (Sasser 

and Arbeit 1976). 

Does the advertising capitalize on word-of-mouth? The ever-present potential for vari-

ability in the provision of labor-intensive services is well-understood by those who consume 

services and contributes to the important role word-of-mouth communication plays in the se-

lection of service suppliers (Johnson 1969). When the consequences of buying a lower quality 

service are perceived to be important, service consumers can be expected to be especially 

receptive to word-of-mouth communications (George and Berry 1981). How can this be built 

into an advertisement? Making a conscious effort in advertising to leverage word-of-mouth 

might involve persuading satisfied customers to let others know of their experience, develop-

ing communication materials for cu'stomers to make available to non-customers, targeting 

advertising to opinion leaders, guiding prospective customers in soliciting word-of-mouth in-

formation or featuring the comments of satisfied customers in the advertisements themselves 

(George and Berry 1981). 

Does the advertising provide tangible clues? Because goods are tangible and can be 

seen and touched, they are generally easier to evaluate than services. Consumers perceive 

service purchases to have a higher risk than goods purchases and to be a less pleasant 

buying experience (Johnson 1969, p. 166 and Lewis 1976). For the same reasons that word-

of-mouth reduces risk in the consumers mind, consumers tend to be attentive to tangibles 

associated with a service for *clues* about the service's quality (George and Berry 1981). 

Thus, one way in which advertisers can help lower the consumer's perception of uncertainty 

and risk-taking is by using intangibles in advertising in such a w<;>.y as to convey what they 

want the audience to believe about the service. An example of this is the Merril Lynch bull 

which signifies its "bullishness" on America. What is needed is a visual concreteness, which 

is not necessary in a concrete good that can be seen and felt. All too often this is missing from 

service advertising (George and Berry 1981). 

Does the advertising make the service more easily understood? One of the problems 

arising from the intangibility of services is that they are often difficult to define or grasp men-
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tally (Berry 1980). The service advertiser is often left with describing the imaginary and de-

fining the indistinct (Unwin 1975). Tangibles were discussed above as evidence of the 

service's quality. Tangibles are also useful for making the service more easily understood. 

An example is the advertising theme for Allstate, HYou are in good hands with Allstate." Tan-

gible objects representing what consumers seek from insurance, in this instance, are used to 

better define and communicate the service (Donnelly 1980). 

Does the advertising contribute to continuity? With the exception of radio, all advertising 

media are visual media; that is, readers or viewers see pictures, but services are nonvisual 

by nature (George and Berry 1981). The intangibility of services undoubtedly adds to the fre-

quent difficulty competing service firms have in differentiating themselves (Eigler and 

Langeard 1977). Advertising continuity is important in overcoming this problem. It involves the 

continual use in advertising of certain distinctive symbols, formats, and/or themes to build and 

reinforce the desired image, regardless of any changes in specific advertising campaigns 

(George and Berry 1981). The best examples of this strategy are the McDonald's commercials 

which all reinforce the idea that McDonalds' restaurants are fast and efficient, superclean, 

offer value and are a family restaurant. Advertising continuity gives a company's advertising 

a recognizability which continually communicates and reinforces its image (George and Berry 

1981). 

Does the advertising promise what is possible? Since service buyers have only fulfilled 

promises to carry away from the service transaction it is especially important that service 

firms deliver on advertising promises (George and Berry 1981). Because of the variablity that 

exists within services, caution and care should be taken. In advertising in general, and ser-

vice advertising in particular, it is better to promise only that which can be delivered a very 

high percentage of the time; it is better to foster realistic expectations rather than unrealistic 

expectations (George and Berry 1981). 

These guidelines are meant to help individual service advertisers within an industry gain 

an advantage by using the unique characteristics of services to differentiate their communi-
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cations. On a broader scale Stephen Unwin (1975) discuss.es some. considerations for adver-

tising an entire service indust!"Y. 

Service Industry Life Cycle and Advertising 

Service industries go through two distinct phases in the life cycle. In the first phase most 

jobs are done by. hand. The service is highly personalized and diversified to suit the needs 

of individual customers, is flexible and capable of development in a number of different di-

rections and has an exclusive clientele. (Unwin 1975). Once the new service industry gets 

under way and its market starts to grow, it begins to rationalize, streamline and mechanize 

its services. The industry organizes into fewer and larger units to meet the demands of a new 

mass market. This second phases results in customers increasingly being serviced by ma~ 

chines (Unwin 1975). 

How does knowledge of these two phases help in advertising for services? It gives a new 

perspective for considering communication strategy: what, to whom, how and why. Once you 

accept that manual services come first, and not last, in the cycle you realize that you are ad-

vertising a new industry, ·and if your business is in this. phase then you have newness on your 

. side. Advertising works well when it is promoting something new (Unwin 1975). The media and 

its audiences are more interested in new things. This helps in the first objective, which is to 

make people aware of the new service. The second objective, which is much harder, is to 

motivate them to use it (Unwin 1975). The advertiser not only has to identify the new human 

wants that s/he is starting to satisfy, but s/he must also help the consumer recognise that s/he 

does in fact have these. wants, and thats/he can do something to satisfy them. 
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Service Industry Life Cycle and Motivation 

The problem is how to motivate people. The means of satisfying wants by a service is 

more physical and immediate than for a product. and a taste for such new experiences must 

be built up over time. Advertising for a new service will not enjoy such quick returns as it will 

for a product, thus advertising expenditures should represent a higher percentage of sales 

than later in the cycle (Unwin 1975). A final note on advertising new services is that, although 

they take many forms, these should not be emphasized in the mass media, but should be 

contained within the central emotional theme. The new service advertisement should blend 

the separate elements of the service into a total package with the specifics being revealed.but 

not dominant (Unwin 1975). 

When a service reaches the mechanized phase, communications have to be different be-

cause the service is no longer new. The communication is with users now instead of non-

users. The consumer's naive and aspiring wants have now been transformed into more 

pressing and regular needs (Unwin 1975). As the industry matures, its services settle into 

certain fixed routines, each catering to a different segment of the market (Unwin 1975). Now 

communications should be customized for each segment Instead of crowding all the infor-

mation about every service in one advertisement, each service should be promoted in a sep-

arate campaign to its own target segment. This can be accomplished by proper positioning 

of the particular service entity. Positioning, as has already been discussed, helps determine 

what consumers consider important in that service. This allows the advertiser to design a 

campaign targeted very specifically. Each campaign should be designed to alert consumers 

to the best use of the services. It boils down to providing consumers with the information they 

need at the time they need it, a necessary consideration in goods advertising also. Adver-

tisements should not be expected to accomplish this alone however. They should highlight 

details. but not go into specifics. This is better left to direct mailings to users or information 

packets at the office (Unwin 1975). 
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No opportunity should be missed to personalize the service. The customer is buying an 

abstract and is paying for the skill, interest, and integrity of the people in the business. He/she 

wants to be constantly reassured that a wise choice and wise investment were made (Unwin 

1975). 

While entertainment is a very large and lucrative service industry, little advertising re-

search has been conducted within it. There has been no research aimed at individual 

entertainers at all, even though without the individual there is no industry. As a result, it was 

considered necessary to provide some background on a representative entertainment form. 

The choice of magic was made because it represents a popular form that has had much 

written about the .marketing of it, all of it based on personal opinions however, not empirical 

research. The choice was also made because of the author's familiarity and knowledge of this 

entertainment form. 

The Magic Service Industry 

The magic industry is represented by thousands of professionals and amateurs in the 

United States. Organizations within the industry; The International Brotherhood of Magicians 

and The Society of American Magicians, coordinate the promotion of the industry as a whole, 

but individuals are not provided any promotional aids. No empirical research has been done 

on the most effective methods for magicians to advertise themselves. Although there are nu-

merous books and lecturers providing advertising and promotional information, these are all 

based on the opinions of individuals who have used such methods with some measure of 

success. This is the major reason for this study. Magic is perhaps the entertainment form with 

the most information on marketing at an individual level, but thousands of performers may be 

advertising themselves incorrectly because they do not know what their situation is actually 

like. Just because something works for one person does not mean it is the correct method for 
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all. This thesis is providing what may be first empirical research on how magicians and other 

entertainers can successfully advertise their services. 

Summary of Chapter One 

This chapter has examined literature in four areas of advertising communication strat-

egy: market segmentation, positioning, advertising strategy and creative decisions. Prevelant 

models and theories were discussed within each section to provide the basis for a normative 

model of advertising communication strategy for an entertainment service. This chapter also 

looked at the unique qualities and life cycle of service industries, of which entertainment is 

one, and how these qualities effect advertising strategy. Finally, a brief explanation on the 

background of research within the magic service industry, as a representative example of a 

popular entertainment form, was given. 
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CHAPTER II: CONCEPTUALIZATION AND 

DEVELOPMENT OF MODEL 

OVERVIEW 

The objective of this chapter is to examine a theory or model in each of the 

communicationsaveas introduced in Chapter I to develop a normative model of advertising 

communication strategy for an entertainment service industry. More specifically, the model 

focuses on how magicians can more effectively communicate their services to appropriate 

consumers. This chapter is divided into six sections. For each component of the model, 

market segmentation, positioning, advertising strategy and creative decisions, hypotheses are 

developed for the relevant operational constructs. 

Section one looks at market segmentation in the form of a consumer profile develop-

ment. The focus of this segmentation analysis is the establishment of a market profile of res-

taurant managers. The use of a behavior segmentation base helps managers, in this study 

magicians, develop viable advertising communication campaigns directed at those restau-

rants most interested in hiring magic. The relevant operational constructs involved in the de-
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velopment of the consumer profiles are; interest in hiring entertainment, interest in hiring 

magic, presence of entertainment, and atmosphere, location and classification of the restau- _ 

rant. 

Section two discusses a positioning analysis using Talarzyk's (1972) modification of the 

Fishbein multi-attribute approach. The model tests the operational constructs of attribute im-

portance and belief weights for four major entertainment forms; music, magic, comedy and 

juggling shows. The positioning analysis determines the position each entertainment form 

holds in the restaurant managers' (the consumers') mental set. 

Section three discusses th.e elaboration likelihood model of consumer involveme.nt in 

order to assess the susceptibility of target consumers to various types of persuasive mes-

sages (i.e., rational versus emotional copy). The main operational construct under consider-

ation here is the consumers' involvement level with the decision to hire entertainment for their 

restaurant. 

Section four is concerned with the construct of attitudinal position (proattitudinal or 

counterattitudinal) of the target segments. Attitude position can be inferred from the seg-

mentation construct of interest. If a restaurant manager indicates interest in hiring magic, it 

can be reasonably assumed that his/her attutde toward magic is positive. If not, there should 

be no interest. 

Section five presents the proposed normative model of advertising communication 

strategy for an entertainment service industry. The specific example used in this study is the 

magic service industry, but because the study deals with magic as a representative enter-

tainment service, it is expected that the results are generalizable to other entertainment 

forms. The component models and theories discussed in sections one through four are in-

corporated into this pro.posed model. Finally, a chapter summary is provided. 
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MARKET SEGMENT AT/ON: Consumer Profiling 

Because service firms must communicate information to the market in order to devise 

strategies that will better satisfy consumers' needs, it is necessary to first identify consumers 

of a particular service industry. This is where the market segmentation component of adver-

tising communication strategy comes into play. 

This study is concerned with establishing a market profile for the market segment which 

was chosen on an a-priori basis; restaurants (represented by managers). This segment was 

chosen for its importance to entertainers, particularly magicians. As stated in Chapter I, it is 

possible to segment consumers on the basis of characteristics that are important to man-

agements', in this case magicians', objectives (Wind 1978). The primary objective is profit-

ability of the market. Restaurants are the largest and most potentially lucrative market for 

entertainers, particularly magicians (Diamond 1983; Ginn 1984), thus this market was selected. 

The purpose behind profiling the target market is to find the most viable and feasible 

method for successfully reaching and persuading its members. On an individual basis, 

entertainers, especially magicians, make widespread use of direct mail as their means of 

reaching consumers (Ginn 1984) due to the relatively low cost of direct mail (as compared to 

mass media advertising). Because of this, the model proposes a method of profiling that is 

guided by consumer characteristics that would help in narrowing down the scope or potential 

consumers in an easily, and inexpensively, determined way. This strategy is consistent with 

the identifiable/accessible segmentation approach discussed in Chapter I. Development of a 

restricted, cost-efficient mailing list is the objective. Thus, all models and theories that are 

used within the conceptual model must be compatible with the objective of reducing cost and 

emphasizing simplicity. Narrowing down the number of restaurants in terms of their interest 

in hiring magic keeps advertising costs down in terms of money and time spent in developing 

mailing lists. Because individual entertainers tend not to have the experience or resources 

necessary for devising a mailing list based on abstract attributes (i.e., innovativeness of the 
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segment), the base of segmentation cannot be any of the more theoretical bases, such as 

psychographics. which deals with lifestyles, values or personality traits (Tigert 1969; Wells and 

Tigert 1971; Darden and Ashton 1975; Burns and Harrison 1979; Boote 1984). 

Although the intuitive conclusion has been that market segmentation based on 

socioeconomic or demographic characteristics is infeasible (Twedt 1964 and Frank 1967). 

Bass, Tigert and Lonsdale (1968) found that such characteristics could help in identifying 

groups of consumers with different mean purchase rates. Thus, demographic characteristics 

are a feasible base for segmentation. Wind (1978) stated that the descripters (independent 

variables) of a segmentation base, such as demographics, must be selected on the basis of 

management's specific needs. In the situation facing magicians and other entertainers, the 

specific need is an easily accessed and cost-efficient way to restrict the length of mailing lists. 

Behavior segmentation, with the emphasis on easily accessed demographic characteristics 

is the method used. The relevant consumer behavior is interest in hiring magic. It is assumed 

that the actual behavior, hiring, is strongly related to interest. One must first have an interest 

in purchasing before actually purchasing. 

This section develops hypotheses for restaurants based on the following constructs: 

location (urban, rural or suburban), presence of entertainment (whether or not the restaurant 

currently offers some type of entertainment on a regular basis), classification - table service, 

fast food or lounge and atmosphere - romantic, family, or college/active. These constructs 

were chosen for their ease of accessibility. It would be a simple matter for an entertainer to 

find out what type of place a restaurant is by either calling up the establishment, reading 

newspaper advertisements or looking in the Yellow Pages of the phone book. The choice of 

these constructs was made for the reason mentioned earlier, simplicity. In addition to these 

easily identified characteristics. a necessary construct to look at is interest in hiring. In this 

study, interest is considered to be both interest in hiring entertainment and interest in hiring 

a magician. The former is considered as a way to test the model for a specific entertainment 

form, while the latter is used as a manipulation check. It is assumed that when managers are 

questioned as to their interest in hiring entertainment or magic if the restaurant cannot afford 
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such services they will take this into consideration in their response. Entertainers are naturally 

not concerned with targeting restaurants that cannot afford entertainment services, thus the 

assumed lack of interest that would be shown is important. 

The hypotheses developed are managerially feasible for an entertainment industry. They 

are justified by sound reasoning, due to the fact that there has been no prior research upon 

which to base them. As has already been stated, segmentation in the proposed model sets 

forth to group restaurants into those types most interested in hiring magic as a way to restrict 

potential mailing lists. This objective naturally must be concerned not only with ease of 

identification, but also interest. Thus, considering the constructs discussed it is hypothesized 

that: 

H1: Interest in hiring entertainment differs among restaurant groups in terms of: 

H1a: Location of the restaurant (urban, rural and suburban). 
H1b: Atmosphere of the restaurant (romantic, family and college/active). 
H1c: Classification of the restaurant (table service, fast food and lounge). 
H1d: Presence or absence of entertainemnt. 

As this study is testing the proposed model for the specific entertainment form magic, a hy-

pothesis for magic which is very similar to that just proposed is necessary: 

H2: Interest in hiring magic differs among restaurant groups in terms of: 

H2a: Location of the restaurant (urban, rural and suburban). 
H2b: Atmosphere of the restaurant (romantic, family and college/active). 
H2c: Classification of the restaurant (table service, fast food and lounge). 
H2d: Presence or absence of entertainemnt. 

Hypothesis one is included to provide manipulation a check for hypothesis two. Although 

this study is primarily concerned with magic as a representative entertainment business, it 

can be reasonably expected that there would be strong similarities between those restaurant 

types most interested in hiring entertainment in general and magic in particular. This makes 

sense as magic is included in the category of entertainment in general. If this were not so, 

there would be indications of a problem. Thus, hypothesis one provides for a type of reliability 

check. The restaurant types supporting or refuting each hypothesis should be very much alike. 

Hypothesis one also has implications for future research. This is discussed in Chapter V. 
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The reasoning behind these hypotheses is quite simple. Since there is no empirical ba-

sis for them, common sense and intuition must be applied. It makes sense to assume that 

location, classification, atmosphere and the presence or absence of entertainment affect in-

terest in hiring entertainment and/or magic. Grouping restaurants according to these con-

structs is feasible because, for example, one might expect an urban, active lounge that 

currently offers entertainment to be more interested in hiring entertainment than a rural, 

family oriented fast food restaurant that does not offer entertainment. However, such detailed 

hypotheses have not been made due to a lack of information upon which to base them. 

Knowledge of this information allows magicians to target only those restaurant types that have 

shown a prediliction for hiring magic. "Giving the customers what they want" takes the mar-

keting orientation. This is illustrated by only focusing on customers who have shown some 

desire for the product or service. Here it is magic. A selling orientation takes the view that 

consumers need to be told what they want. This would take the form here as targeting non-

interested restaurant types and trying to convert them. This is a backward step in the evolution 

of marketing. Thus, the managerial recommendations made in this thesis are all geared only 

toward interested consumers. 

The next section discusses the positioning component of the model. Segmentation, as 

proposed in this model, allows magicians to focus only on those restaurant types demon-

strating an interest in hiring magic based on easily accessed and identifiable characteristics. 

This results in mailing lists that are effectively restricted. Once this is done, positioning shows 

where an entertainer's particular service fits in the mental set of managers of interested res-

taurant types. Of interest here is how magic fares against other common entertainment 

choices. As it examines the importance of salient attributes of entertainment and how well 

an entertainment form is perceived to have them, positioning is a vital component for devel-

oping effective advertising campaigns. Knowing where they stand against competitive enter-

tainment services helps individual entertainers stress their strong aspects and deemphasize 

any perceived weaknesses. 
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POSITl~NING: Talarzyk's Multi-Attribute Approach 

Martineau (1958) defined store image as, "the way in which the store is defined in the 

shopper's mind, partly by its functional qualities and partly by an aura of psychological attri-

butes." A study by James, Durand and Dreves (1975) defined store image as a set of attitudes 

based upon evaluation of those store attributes deemed important to consumers. This defi-

nition can be modified to apply to this study. As this study focused on a service, retail stores, 

the model used can be applied to other services, in this case entertainment. Instead of store 

image, the image of an entertainment form is defined as a set of attitudes based upon those 

attributes of entertainment choices considered important by the target consumers. Talaryzk's 

(1972) multi-attribute approach has been used with much success in studies of brand image 

(James, Durand and Dreves 1975). The study by James, Durand and Dreves (1975) substituted 

stores for brands as this study substitutes four selected entertainment choices for brands. 

The .choice of this model, rather than other positioning approaches, was made for se-

veral reasons. One was already mentioned. Unlike perceptual mapping, which requires an 

ideal to be determined, the multi-attribute approach is more suited to services. It is difficult to 

define an "ideal" service since it is an intangible entity unlike a product, therefore, perceptual 

mapping does not fit the requirement of easily used theories. The multi-attribute approach has 

been successfully applied to service industries. Additionally, the multi-attribute approach 

provides specific Information that is relatively easy to incorporate into a persuasive message. 

The model used, rather than treating attitude as a multidimensional concept, viewed at-

titude as a unidimensional construct of effect. Thus, an attitude held is a function of (1) the 

strength of beliefs about an object and (2) an evaluation of these beliefs (Bass and Talarzyk 

1972). Talaryzk (1972) modified Fishbein's multi-attribute approach. In 1967, Fishbein postu-

lated a model resulting in a new way of thinking about attitudes in that it drew attention to the 

different components of attitude (Fishbein 1967). This moqel was based upon the multi-

attribute approach to product positioning. The basic statement.of the model was that an atti-
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tude towards an object was equal to the sum of the products of the belief about each attribute 

of the object, weighted by the evaluation of the importance of each attribute (Williams 1981). 

Thus, this model took into account the fact that, in the consumers'mind, the evaluations of one 

attribute can offset another. 

Figure 4 illustrates the expression of the Talarzyk (1972) model. This model assumes that 

only those beliefs salient toward entertainment are included. Research has indicated that the 

number of beliefs salient for an individual normally ranges from five to nine (Miller 1956). Thus, 

it was deemed crucial to include only those attributes that are important to the target seg-

ments. 

The most meaningful part of the study involved the application of the multi-attribute at-

titude model to entertainment form image. For each entertainment choice and attribute, a 

mean belief/importance measure is computed. This measure is derived by multiplying the 

evaluative aspect or belief toward an attribute for a particular choice (Bi) by the importance 

of that attribute (Ei) for each respondent and then summing across all respondents. The 

summation of these belief/importance measures is the predicted measure of attitude that is 

correlated with a unidimensional measure ofattitude. This unidimensional measure of attitude 

is the respondents evaluation of each entertainment choice's appeal on a one-to-seven se-

mantic differential scale (James, Durand and Dreves 1975). 

This model allowed for identification of salient attributes, a quantification of the impor-

tance of these attributes as indicated by restaurant managers and an evaluation ofthe various 

entertainment forms based on these attributes. This could help magicians see how the image 

of magic compares to competitor's (music, comedy and juggling) images. Image, as theore-

tically defined here, refers to an entertainment form's attractiveness. Positioning allows for a 

ranking of entertainment forms, in terms of their attractiveness, for different restaurant types. 

Attractiveness is concerned with the importance of each of the salient attributes and the de-

gree to which an entertainment form is believed to provide them. Operationally defined, im-

age is reliant on the importance weights and belief weights placed on the salient attributes. 
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wnere: 

A5 = tne attitude toward a particular entertainment choice 

Bi = the evaluative 11pect or belief toward attribute i for a particular entertainment choice 

Ei = tne weight or importance of attribute i 

n = number of attributes important in the selection of a given entertainment choice 

Source: James. Don L .. Richard M. Durand and Robert A. Dreves (1975). "The Use of a Multi-Attribute 
Attitude Model 1n a Store Image Study," Journal of Retailing, 52 (Summer), pp 23-32. 

FIGURE 4:Talaryzl(s Muttl·Attl'lbute Model 
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An informal pilot study, which is discussed in Chapter Ill, generated a list of salient 

entertainment attributes and competitive entertainment choices for magic. These attributes 

are: liveliness of the entertainment form, unobtrusiveness (patrons can choose to ignore it), 

adaptability to all ages, capability of being performed in a restricted place, gets the audience 

involved and is inoffensive in nature. These attributes together make up the theoretical con-

struct of attractiveness of the entertainment form. The following hypothesis considers the op-

erational definition of attractiveness: 

H3: Importance of salient entertainment attributes, and the belief that a particular enter-
tainment form provides them, differs among restaurant group managers in terms of: 

H3a: Location of the restaurant (urban, rural and suburban). 
H3b: Classification of the restaurant (table service, fast food and lounge). 
H3c: Atmosphere of the restaurant (romantic, family and college/active). 
H3d: Presence or absence of entertainment. 

The relevance of this hypothesis is that it tests for differences in the perceived imper-

tance of each salient attribute in terms of the easily accessed and identified segmentation 

characteristics, while also looking to see if managers perceive differences in which enter-

tainment forms provide these attributes for their restaurant. The other analyses that need to 

be done to position magic fully are discussed in Chapter Ill. This hypothesis is concerned with 

the idea that managers of different restaurant types look for certain benefits from enter-

tainment, thus perceiving the importance of the same six attributes in different ways for dif-

ferent services and believing that a particular entertainment form may provide the attributes. 

This makes intuitive sense. For example, the manager of a family style restaurant may con-

sider adaptability to all ages as the most important attribute an entertainment form can have, 

while the manager of a college/active style place may look for lively entertainment. Looking 

at the belief that a particular entertainment form may better provide the desired attribute, the 

college/active style manager may believe music is more likely to be lively than is comedy. 

The managerial relevance of knowing these differences is that once they are known, rec-

ommendations pertaining to advertising message copy can be made. For the above example 

a recommendation would be that magicians targeting college/active style places should 

strongly emphasize their liveliness, not adaptability. Of course, only those restaurant types 
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that have previously indicated interest in hiring magic are considered for recommendations. 

This is in keeping with the purpose of the proposed model; restriction of mailing lists. Chapter 

V discusses specific recommendations for the magic industry. While magic is the case ex-

ample for this study, the basic principles remain the same for all the entertainment forms. 

This has implications for future research, as is later discussed in Chapter V. 

The next section, advertising strategy, is the component area of the model that looks at 

the personal relevance hiring entertainment (magic included) has for restaurant managers. 

Personal relevance is directly tied in with involvement level (Sherif and Hovland 1961; 

Krugman 1965; Petty and Cacioppo 1979; Engel and Blackwell 1982; Zaichowsky 1985). Posi-

tioning allows the advertiser to find out the strengths and weaknesses of each entertainment 

form and emphasize or deemphasize them in an appropriate manner for message copy 

strategy. As the next step of the model, advertising strategy is concerned with how to best 

present the information deemed important through positioning. 

ADVERTISING STRATEGY: The Elaboration Likelihood 

Model 

It was stated in Chapter I that the basic tenet of the elaboration likelihood model (ELM) 

is that different methods of inducing persuasion may work best depending on whether the 

elaboration likelihood of the communication situation is high or low. Elaboration likelihood is 

defined as the generation of message- or issue-relevant thought by the communication re-

ceiver (Petty and Cacioppo (1981, 1986). Unlike the other common strategy model, the FCB 

model, which requires knowledge of the abstract characteristic of consumer thought, the 

elaboration likelihood model needs no such information. As previously discussed, the elabo-
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ration likelihood of a receiver toward a message is directly tied in to consumetr involvement 

level, a relatively easily determ-ined consumer characteristic. This is highly desirable. 

Wu and Shaffer (1987) conducted an experiment which tested predictions derived from 

the ELM. These predictions were based on the premise that the susceptibility of attitudes to 

persuasive communications were dependent on the experience of the message receiver (with 

the particular product or service) and on the concept that there exist differing routes to per-

suasion. 

According to Petty and Cacioppo's (1981,1986) elaboration likelihood model, the central 

route to persuasion emphasizes information that a person already has or is able to generate 

about the attitude object (i.e., entertainment) while the peripheral route to persuasion de-

scribes changes in attitudes which are induced by peripheral persuasion cues (i.e., source 

attractiveness, promise of reward). Presumably, persuasion via the central route occurs as 

a message receiver attends to the arguments contained in a persuasive appeal, interprets and 

evaluates them, and then integrates these cognitive elaborations into a reasoned and coher-

ent position (Petty and Cai::ioppo 1981, 1986). In other words, the central route to persuasion 

indicates a high involvement level. In contrast to persuasion via the central route, persuasion 

via the peripheral route is most likely to occur whenever the receiver is not able or is not 

motivated, to elaborate on the persuasive message (a low level of involvement) (Petty and 

Cacioppo 1981, 1986). 

Petty and Cacioppo (1986) predicted that receivers holding direct-experience attitudes 

would be inclined to elaborate messages relevant to those attitudes; so that attitude change 

resulting from message exposure should reflect the central route to persuasion. In contrast, 

attitudes based on indirect experience (i.e., information from others) were less likely to be 

elaborated upon. 

Fazio and Zanna (1981) also looked at the effect of experience on how attitudes could 

be changed. Their ideas paralleled those of Petty and Cacioppo (1981, 1986) in that Fazio and 

·zanna (1981) argued that the greater confidence, clarity and accessibility of direct-experience 
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attitudes should make them highly resistant to counterattitudinal influences. Such attitudinal 

influences on persuasion are discussed in the next section, creative decisions . 

. The major strategic implication that can be ascertained from studies looking at the ELM 

is that involvement level has an effect on how entertainers should design their advertising 

·communications. The discussions. about routes to persuasion are based on whether re-

spondents have a high or low degree of involvement with the message topic. The managerial 

. strategy that results from a determination of involvement level is in terms of whether a rational 

or emotional copy should be used. It has been shown that a rational copy presenting facts 

within the message is most effective for persuading those respondents that are highly involved 

and that an emotional approach not stressing facts is most effective for low involvement re-

spondents (Berkman and Gilson 1986, 1987). In terms of what has been determined through 

positioning, if an entertainer is faced with a high involvement situation his/her strengths 

should be spelled out in the message. In effect, this is rationally stating why the manager 

should hire this entertainer; With low involved audiences, the important positioning attributes 

. are not as relevant, but should not be Ignored. Presentation of the appeal, as considered by 

creative decisions, becomes much more important than for highly involved audiences. The 

specific recommendations on presentation are discussed in Chapter V. The. following hy-

pothesis was developed to determine the involvement level of Interested restaurant manag-

ers. This Is the most appropriate group to focus on because of their relevance to entertainers. 

This hypothesis takes Into account the ideas that involvement is related to personal relevance 

and experience. 

H4: Managers of restaurant types most Interested in hiring magic are more highly involved 
in the decision to hire entertainment than are managers .of noninterested restaurant types 
by: 

H4a: Location of the restaurant (urban, rural and suburban). 
H4b: Classification of the restaurant (table-service, fast food and lounge). 
H4c: Atmosphere of the restaurant( romantic, family and college/active). 
H4d: Presence or absence of entertainment. 

The reasoning here is that the decision to hire entertainment has more personal rele-

vance and thus, according to Zaichkowsky (1985) leads to a higher degree of involvement, to 

restaurant managers that have already indicated interest in hiring magic. Hiring magic is a 
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decision to hire entertainment. Regarding entertainment status (presence or absence of 

entertainment), the specific reasoning for this is that involvement should be higher with direct 

experience (Petty and Cacioppo 1986). Thus, it is reasonably hypothesized that managers of 

restaurants currently offering entertainment will show a greater level of involvement than 

those managers not offering. Because of the research that has already been done in in-

volvement, only restaurants that are deemed to have some degree of personal relevance are 

of interest. This of course means interested restaurant types. By focusing only on interested · 

types there is little chance of making nonrelevant recommendations. 

Creative decisions are the final component of the proposed model. Segmentation de-

scribed how to select a managerially relevant market based on easily accessed and identifi-

able characteristics and determine their interest level. The positioning component assessed 

the strengths and weaknesses of the particular entertainment form. Advertising strategy con-

siders the construct of involvement as the means by which copy strategy is determined. 

Finally, the area of advertising communication strategy looking to develop the most effective 

presentation method is creative decisions. The constructs relevant in this component area 

are not new, they have been introduced and discussed in relation to other areas. This provides 

an illustration of the interrelationships present in the proposed conceptual model. 

CREATIVE DECISIONS: Cognitive Response Theory 

The conceptual model tries to use and emphasize the interrelationships inherent be-

tween the communication .areas. Following this, the cognitive response theory of attitude 

change was chosen for its ties to the elaboration likelihood mopdel of advertising strategy. 

The cognitive response approach to persuasion (as originally outlined by Greenwald 1968) 

postulated that when people receive persuasive communications they would attempt to relate 

the new information to their existing knowledge about the topic. In doing this, the person may 
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consider .cognitive material that is not in the communication itself. These additional self-

generated thoughts may agree with the message, disagree, or be entirely irrelevant to the 

communication. These thoughts can be considered cognitive elaborations as described for 

the elaboration likelihood model. There it was stated that when the motivation to cognitively 

elaborate (generate self-thoughts) was high, consumer involvement level was also high. The 

reverse was also true; When motivation is low, so is involvement lebvel. To the extent that 

the communication evokes cognitive responses that are supportive, the subject will tend to 

agree with the source and to the extent that the communication evokes antagonistic cognitive 

responses, because the self-generated cognitions either refute the arguments of the source 

or support a position other than the one advocated, the subject will disagree (Petty, Ostrom 

and Brock 1981). 

Wu and Shaffer (1987) found that direct-experience (the receiver has actually used the 

product) attitudes proved to be more resistant to a counterattitudinal appeal than were 

indirect-experience (the receiver has only been told about the product) attitudes. Morever, the 

final attitudes of direct-experience receivers reflected their cognitive elaborations of the 

message arguments (i.e., the central route to persuasion), whereas the attitudinal responses 

of indirect-experience receivers were affected more by source characteristics (i.e., credibility). 

Direct-experience receivers generated many counterarguments to the message - arguments 

that apparently allowed them to. maintain their initial attitudes in the face of an otherwise 

persuasive appeal (Wu and Shaffer 1987). 

The research conducted in association with cognitive response Indicated that the rele-

vant operational construct necessary for determining message strategies was consumer atti-

tudes toward the object, in this case entertainment as represented by magic. There are 

various strategic implications for communicating persuasive messages; the credibility of the 

source used, repetition of the message, the use of rhetorical q1.1estions and the use of dis-

traction In the message. 
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Source Credibility 

Source credibility is a peripheral cue of the sort that was mentioned in reference to the 

peripheral route to persuasion (low involvement), and thus, a relevant operational construct 

needing measurement is involvement level. Here, in accordance with the elaboration likeli-

hood model, peripheral cues are effective only under situations of low involvement. Credibility 

of the source in terms of expertise, trustworthiness and attractiveness, is important in inducing 

attitude change when the advocated position is quite different from the receivers' initial atti-

tude towards the object (Bochner and Insko 1966). In a low involvement situation with 

counterattitudinal thoughts, a highly credible source will diffuse the generation of further 

counterarguments because of the concepts introduced with regards to the peripheral route to 

persuasion; peripheral cues are more important than message content because the receiver 

is not motivated enough to pay close attention to message content (Wu and Shaffer 1987). In 

a low involvemenU proattitudinal situation a highly credible source will reinforce the receiv-

ers' thoughts. When the involvement level is high and the thoughts are counterattitudinal, the 

source credibility is not important unless the message content is discrepant to the receivers' 

Initial thoughts (Sternthal, Dholakia and Leavitt 1978). This relates to the concepts associated 

with the central route to persuasion, message content is more important to highly involved 

receivers than are peripheral cues such as source factors. Source credibility is also not very 

important in a high involvemenU proattitudinal situation for the same reasons, message con-

tent is the important factor. It can thus be seen that attitude is also an important operational 

construct associated with the strategy of using a credible source in a persuasive communi-

cation. 
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Repetition of the message 

Repetition of the message is related to the issue of how often to present the target re-

ceiver with the persuasive communication. Repetition of the message gives people a greater 

opportunity to think about its implications than if it is presented only once (Petty and Cacioppo 

1979). Thus, in a situation where the receiver has positive feelings towards the object, re-

peating a message will reinforce the positive thoughts allowing the receiver to generate 

proattitudinal thoughts. However, if a receiver has negative feelings towards an object, mes-

sage repetition will reinforce counterattitudinal thoughts and persuasion will not take place 

(Petty and Cacioppo 1981). Thus, it can be seen that attitude is the important operational 

construct related to message repetition. 

Rhetorical Questions 

Rhetorical questions are used in a message in place of a statement. Thus, their success 

or failure depends on whether or not the receiver pays attention to the messages' content. It 

was discussed previously that message content is important only in the central route to per-

suasion (i.e., a high involvement situation) and not important to the peripheral route to per-

suasion (i.e., a low involvement situation). Thus, a relevant operational construct associated 

with the use of rhetorical questions is involvement level. Petty and Cacioppo (1979) found that 

the use of rhetoricals, in a high involvement situation where the initial thoughts are 

proattitudinal, would reduce persuasion by disrupting the generation of favorable thoughts, 

but would increase the likelihood of persuasion when the initial thoughts were negative be-

cause the generation of counterattitudinal thoughts would be disrupted. Their findings indi-

cated that attitude towards entertainment. and more specifically magic, was an operational 

construct needing measurement. 
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Distraction 

Petty, Wells and Brock (1976) hypothesized that a moderate amount of distraction in a 

message would inhibit a person's dominant cognitive response to the message arguments, 

thereby leading to either reduced or enhanced persuasion depending on the type of thought 

that was initially dominant. Petty, Wells and Brock (1976) found that increasing distraction in-

hibited the generation of favorable thoughts and thus reduced agreement with the message, 

and when the initial thoughts were unfavorable, distraction inhibited the generation of 

counterarguments and hence, increased agreement with the message. Thus, it can be seen 

that attitude towards the entertainment forms is the relevant operational construct associated 

with a distraction strategy. 

The previous discussions regarding various strategic implications associated with cog-

nitive response theory lead to the conclusion that this component of the proposed model re-

quires testing the operational constructs of involvement level and attitude toward 

entertainment. As was stated before, the constructs integrated into this component are not 

new. Involvement level was relevant to advertising strategy and thus, a hypothesis seeking to 

test it was already developed. Overall, attitude position has not been examined per se .. How-

ever, many of the hypotheses have been based on reasoning and intuition since this study Is 

early, basic research. Following this pattern, sound reasoning states that because only inter-

ested restaurant groups are considered in this model, the attitude position of these managers 

is positive or proattitudinal. What is meant is simple. If a restaurant has shown an interest in 

hiring magic, the attitude of the manager should be positive toward magic. If it was not, com-

mon sense dictates that there should also be little interest toward hiring. Thus, attitude posi-

tion does not need direct testing. Taking the marketing orientation and making 

recommendations only for interested restaurants allows for the inference of a proattitudinal 

position. The recommendations in Chapter V are based on this assumption. 
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PROPOSED MODEL OF ADVERTISING COMMUNICATION 

STRATEGY 

The proposed normative model of advertising strategy for an entertainment service in-

dustry is illustrated in Figure 5. While this study focused on the magic industry, it is suggested 

that the model is suitable for other entertainment forms as well. The four component areas 

discussed in this chapter; market segmentation, positioning, advertising strategy and creative 

decisions have been incorporated into the development of this model. The discussions of 

these areas tried to emphasize the interrelationships that exist. Segmentation is the first area, 

as It deals with determining easily accessed and identified restaurant types that are most in-

terested in hiring entertainment, specifically magic. Because of the marketing orientation that 

seeks to provide consumers with what they desire, not selling them on what they do not, only 

those restaurants are of interest to an entertainer trying to develop an effectively restricted 

mailing list. 

Positioning takes a model that has been previously tested for service industries and 

applies it to entertainment. Positioning is important in that it determines where a particular 

entertainment service fits in the managers' mind. Focusing only on interested groups, posi-

tioning decides what information to include in a persuasive message aimed at them. 

Advertising strategy determines how to present the important information. Faced with 

an audience that has potential for hiring, an entertainer needs to make a positive impression 

early. This can be accomplished by providing advertising that catches a managers' attention. 

Involvement level, as considered in advertising strategy, seeks to establish what message 

copy strategy (rational versus emotional) to use. The elaboration likelihood model contends 

that involvement dictates the relevant strategies. 

The final area of the proposed model is creative decisions. Nowhere else are the inter-

relationships more evident. There are no new operational constructs here. Involvement level 
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FIGURE 5: Proposed Normetil/8 Model of Advertising Strategy for an Entertainment Service Industry 
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is important in choosing a message presentation style as is attitude position. Involvement 

enters in primarily in low level situations where. according to the elaboration likelihood model, 

message presentation is so important. Segmentation already identified the interested con-

sumers to whom the message is presented. The attitude position of this market can be rea-

sonably inferred without testing. Final presentation of the message is the last step in devising 

an advertising campaign. 

In the discussion on the service industry life cycle and advertising that was included in 

Chapter I, it was said that communication strategy for a service industry needs to consider 

what, to whom, how and why. This model accounted for this. "Who" is best targeted, "how" 

they view the entertainment forms in relation to each other, "why" they would pay attention 

to either message content or presentation and finally, "what" is the best way to present the 

message. Magic is the only service examined in detail in this study, but if the model is ef-

fective for one representative entertainment industry, there is no reason to think that it would 

not be effective for others. The implications of this are discussed in Chapter V. 

SUMMARY OF CHAPTER II 

This chapter developed managerially relevant and feasible hypotheses for testing cer-

tain operational constructs. Interrelationships between the proposed model's components 

were discussed. These component areas are; market segmentation, positioning, advertising 

strategy and creative decisions. This chapter developed hypotheses relevant to the objective 

of effectively restricting mailing lists. This is the primary purpose of this model. Entertainers 

need guidance in reducing advertising mailing lists in order to save time and resources. Re-

duction was accomplished by determining those restaurant types most interested in hiring and 

focusing only on them. The other component areas sought to develop an effective advertising 

campaign that is aimed at these restaurants. 
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The just1ficat1ons given for the hypotheses are mostly based on sound reasoning and 

intuition due to the fact that there nas been no prior theoretical research for entertainment 

service industries. This study of the proposed model focuses on magic. but does not exclude 

other important entertainment services for the restaurant trade. 
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CHAPTER Ill: METHODS 

OVERVIEW 

This chapter is divided into two major sections to lay out the methodology of this re-

search study. The third section summarizes the survey instrument and survey method used 

in this study. Section one discusses the sampling strategy used in this study. This section is 

subdivided into five areas: the survey method, sample population, sampling frame, sampling 

method/sample size and the sampling device. 

Section two discusses the research plan associated with this study. This section looks 

at the measures used to test the operational hypotheses developed in Chapter II. A discussion 

of the informal pilot study and pre-test that were conducted and the measures used for each 

of the four component areas; segmentation, positioning, advertising strategy and creative de-

cisions of the proposed model is provided. 
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SAMPLING 

This section discusses the survey method, sample population, sampling frame, sample 

size determination and the sampling device of the study. 

The Survey Method 

· Because this study tested the proposed normative model of advertising communication 

strategy in order to make managerially relevant recommendations for the magic service in-

dustry, the survey method must be one suited to this purpose. Since sample surveys are used 

to test managerially relevant hypotheses and are used in situations where the researchers' 

aim is to obtain findings that can be applied directly to a particular situation (Murray 1987) and 

in fact, when immediate managerial insights are sought the sample survey appears all but 

mandatory (Dwyer and Krieger 1983). This then is the sample method used. 

The strength of this method lies in its emphasis on representative and statistical control 

and also in the fact that background features not relevant to the study can also be controlled 

for (Murray 1987). A cross-sectional sample design gives a portrait of how things stand at a 

particular point in time. The advantages of such designs are that they can describe things as 

they are so people can plan and they are relatively easy to do. However, they are limited in 

that if things change rapidly, the survey information could become outdated (Fink and Kosecoff 

1985). The advantage of allowing recommendations to be made for the planning of advertising 

communication strategies is another factor that makes the use of a sample survey appropriate 

for this study. 
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Sample Population 

The subject sample for this study was restaurant managers. This population was se-

lected because it represented the most popular and lucrative entertainment market (Diamond 

1983; Ginn 1984). The geographic dispersion of this population was the towns of Blacksburg, 

Christiansburg, Radford and Pulaski and the cities of Salem and Roanoke, Virginia. This ge-

ographic dispersion encompasses suburban .. rural and urban areas, thus it is assumed to be 

representative of the entire state of Virginia and more generally, representative of the United 

States restaurant population. 

Sampling Frame 

Because the segmentation base for this study was a managerially feasible one, the 

sample for this study was drawn from sources that were easily accessible to entertainers; the 

Yellow Pages of the phone book and newspaper advertisements. These sources provide in-

formation on addresses from which entertainers can easily determine location (urban, subur-

ban or rural). The Yellow Pages and restaurant advertisements often provide information 

about the presence of entertainment, classification and general atmosphere of the restaurant 

(i.e., lounge versus fast food or family versus romantic). Because it is expected that the 

findings of this study will help magicians and other entertainers restrict their mailing lists and 

focus their advertising communications, this sampling frame was the most appropriate. 
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Sampling Method/Sample Size 

The sampling method used in this study was a compilation of all restaurants in the ge-

ographic region to find out the total population size. By town, each restaurant manager was 

· approached about participating in the study. The total sample population was approxiametly 

80 restaurants. The sampling method used, approaching every restaurant in person, cut down 

significantly on subject mortality. However, due to various reasons (restaurants whose poli-

cies are not to participate in surveys or whose managers repeatedly refused to complete the 

questionnaire) the final sample size was 65 subjects. This represented an 81% response rate. 

Data Collection Procedures 

The sampling device of this survey was a modification of personal interviews. A self-

administered questionnaire was used. This style of survey was deemed feasible as the sam-

ple population was reasonably educated. This can be assumed since subjects are in 

managerial positions of authority. A list of all restaurants in Blacksburg, Christiansburg, 

Radford, Pulaski, Salem and Roanoke, Virginia was developed and one week was spent driv-

ing to every restaurant on the list for the initial visit. Managers were told that this was a study 

being conducted to gather data for a Masters' thesis from Virginia Tech and that all answers 

would be confidential. Excluding those restaurants whose managers were not permitted by 

company policy to participate, subjects either responded to the questionnaire while the sur-

veyor waited or requested more time to fill it out at their convenience. When that was re-

quested, a time for picking up the instrument was arranged. Due to the fact that many subjects 

did not have the questionnaire ready at the designated time, numerous trips were required to 

obtain 65 responses. Total time of data collection was 2 1/2 weeks. 
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A personal interview using (or hand delivery of) a self-administered style questionnaire 

offers the advantage of having a greater response rate than that which can be achieved 

through a mail survey (Fink and Kosecoff 1985). Visiting a restaurant three or more times 

encouraged response. Disadvantages associated with this sampling device is that it requires 

a lot of time and energy in terms of driving and waiting, interviews may have to be scheduled 

at a specific time, respondents may feel rushed and there may be a feeling that there is a lack 

of anonymity on the part of the respondents (Fink and Kosecoff 1985). Due to the time con-

straints imposed on this study, the advantages of high response rate and immediacy of re-

sponse outweighed the disadvantages associated with this sampling device. 

RESEARCH PLAN 

Chapter II discussed the operational constructs in terms of conceptualization of the 

proposed normative model. Hypotheses were developed and articulated to test these con-

structs. This section lays out the research plan of this study. The first subsection is concerned 

with the methods used in the informal pilot study (determining the constructs to be included 

in the positioning analysis) and the pre-test that was conducted to check the understandability 

of the questionnaire. The rest of this section discusses the measures testing the operational 

constructs for each of the component areas of the proposed model; segmentation, positioning, 

advertising strategy and creative decisions. 

Informal Pilot Study/Pre-Test 

An informal pilot study was conducted among representative members of the target 

segment; restaurant managers, to generate a list bf entertainment attributes and a list of 
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competitive entertainment choices for the positioning analysis. Ten restaurant managers in 

the Blacksburg, Virginia area were selected at random and called on the telephone. Re-

spondents were told that the caller was a graduate student at Virginia Tech working on a 

Masters' degree in marketing. Respondents were then asked if they had a few minutes to 

answer two questions. The questions were: (1) "Could you please list five or six attributes that 

you consider important in entertainment?" and (2) "What are some entertainment forms that 

you would consider hiring?" For selecting the salient attributes the six most frequently men-

tioned were used. Magic was already selected for inclusion as it is deemed a representative 

entertainment form. Question two sought to determine competitive choices to compare with 

magic for the positioning analysis. The three additional entertainment choices used, magic, 

music, comedy and juggling were the only ones mentioned, thus all four were selected. 

A pre-test of the questionnaire was done during one week in May 1988 in Bucks County, 

PA (a suburban area outside of Philadelphia). Restaurants were chosen from a random 

sample based on Yellow Pages listings. Managers were approached and asked if they would 

be willing to participate in a study being conducted for a Masters' degree from Virginia Tech. 

Subjects were asked to respond to the questionnaire and ask about anything that was con-

fusing. After completing the questionnaire, respondents were asked their opinions. The only 

negative comments had to do with appropriateness of the questions to their particular res-

taurant. As this study takes into account the fact that entertainment is not appropriate for all 

restaurants, these comments were not a problem. The average time it took to complete the 

questionnaire was noted so that subjects in the final survey could be given an estimate of how 

long it would take them to complete it. Several demographic questions were modified in ac-

cordance with majority opinion. The rest of this section is subdivided by component area to 

discuss the scales used in the survey instrument for measuring the operational constructs and 

appropriate statistical analyses for these measures. 
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Market Segmentation 

The constructs under consideration for the market segmentation area of the proposed 

model were location (rural versus urban versus suburban), entertainment status (whether or 

not the restaurant currently offers entertainment), style of the restaurant (table service versus 

fast food versus lounge) and atmosphere (romantic versus family versus college/active). 

These were chosen for their accessibility. Anyone could easily get this information. These 

demographic constructs were measured using nominal scales. The use of nominal scales al-

lows for identification of the respondents, nothing more (Churchill 1987). This type of scale 

was appropriate because, for the development of consumer profiles, all that was of interest . 

was identifying restaurant groups (i.e., classification) in order to type them (i.e., lounges). The 

measures consisted of the items: "Have you ever hired entertainment?", "Have you ever hired 

a magician?", "Are you currently offering entertainment at your establishment?", "What is the 

general atmosphere of your establishment?", "How would you generally classify your estab-

lishment?" and "What is the general location of your restaurant?" The groups that were iden-

tified by these items were then tested for a managerially important characteristic: interest in 

hiring. Interest in hiring entertainment in general was measured using three items; "Enter-

taining patrons is important to running a successful restaurant.", "Entertainment would be 

beneficial to my restaurant." and "I would be interested in hiring an entertainer for my res-

taurant." Two items were used to measure interest in hiring magic; "Magic is a suitable 

entertainment form for my restaurant." and "I would be interested in hiring a magician for 

my restaurant." Thus, those restaurant types that profess the most interest in hiring enter-

tainment or magic can be easily identified ,.and targeted. 

The operational constructs of interest in hiring entertainment and hiring magic were 

measured using one-to-seven point (Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree) Likert-type scales. 

Thus, in the analysis a lower score represents greater interest. The choice of one-to-seven 

point scales was made because Boote (1981). in a study attempting to develop the most valid 
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scales, found that seven point Likert-type scales with all points labelled produced consistent 

and hence reliable, responses over time. Interest in hiring entertainment was measured by 

a three item scale. Interest in hiring magic was measured by a two item scale. Reliability 

checks of these and all other scales was the first step in analysis. 

Hypotheses one and two were analyzed using analysis of variance (ANOVA). Each hy-

pothesis' component (i.e., H1a) was analyzed by a separate ANOVA, with interest in hiring 

entertainment or magic, respectively, the dependent variable and location, presence of 

entertainment, atmosphere and classification independent variables. This allowed for a de-

termination of significant differences in interest by easily accessed and identifiable charac-

teristics. The results of these analyses were then be used to test other hypotheses. This study 

was concerned with making managerial recommendations to help magicians restrict their 

mailing lists and focus their advertising efforts. As such, identifying those restaurant types 

most interested in hiring is necessary. Significance was tested at the .10 level for all analyses. 

The choice of this level as compared to .05 was made because of the relatively small sample 

size. It was judged that due to small cell sizes, more leeway should be given for testing. 

Duncan's multiple range test was used to determine which groups differ significantly. This 

allows results to be complied in order to come up with a profile of those restaurants most in-

terested in hiring either entertainment in general and/or magic in particular. ANOVA has an 

assumption pertaining to homogeneity of variance. Bartlett's Box test of this assumption was 

used wherever ANOVAs were done. In the case of violations, t-tests were done. 

Positioning 

Because Talaryzk's (1972) multi-attribute model calls for the incorporation of only those 

attributes deemed salient by the market segments, a list of entertainment attributes was 

generated by the informal pilot study discussed earlier. According to Miller (1956), the number 
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of beliefs salient to an individual range from five to nine, thus a list of the six attributes men-

tioned most often in the informal pilot study was used. 

The survey instrument measured the importance of the entertainment attributes on a 

+ 3 (Very Important) to -3 (Very Unimportant) point ratings scale where respondents were 

asked to rate each attribute in terms of its importance to them. A separate item for each at-

tribute measured perceived importance. These were questions 33 through 38: "Liveliness in 

entertaining patrons in my restaurant is:", "Unobtrusiveness of the entertainment in my res-

taurant is:", "The ability of the entertainment to be adaptable to all ages in my restaurant is:", 

"The ability of the entertainment to be capable of being performed in a restricted place in my 

restaurant is:", "Nonoffensiveness of the entertainment is:" and "The ability of the enter-

tainment to get the audience involved is:". These responses comprised the importance eval- -

uation weights (Ei) of the multi-attribute approach. Respondents were also asked to evaluate, 

on a + 3 (Very Likely) to -3 (Very Unlikely) point ratings scale, their belief that an enter-

tainment choice contains each attribute (Bi). This scale was based on examples of belief 

strength scales used by Sirgy (1986) in an advanced marketing communications class. There 

were items measuring the belief that each entertainment form contained each attribute, for a 

total of twenty four items. Examples of items for each attribute are; "Music is an entertainment 

form that can be lively for my restaurant", "Music can be unobtrusive (i.e. patrons can choose 

to ignore it) in my restaurant". "Music can be adaptable to all ages in my restaurant", "Music 

can be performed in a restricted place in my restaurant", "Music can be conducted in a non-

offensive manner in my restaurant' and "Music can get the patrons involved in my restaurant." 

Attitude scores were calculated using Talaryzk's (1972) model to see how magic fares against 

competitive entertainment forms in managers minds. 

The analysis used here was based on that used by James, Durand and Dreves (1976) in 

their study looking at the use of Talarzyk's (1972) formula for store image determination. 

Some additional tests not reported in their study were necessary because James, Durand and 

Dreves (1976) tended to report results of positively biased tests. A mean belief/importance 

measure was computed for each entertainment form. This measure was derived by multipying 
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the eval(!ative belief toward an attribute for each entertainment form by the importance of that 

attribute for each respondent and then summing across all respondents. This summated 

measure (BiEi) is the predicted measure of attitude towards each entertainment form. This 

measure was correlated with an overall measure of the appeal of each entertainment form 

across all respondents for each entertainment form. These overall. appeal items were based 

on scales developed by Henerson, Morris and Taylor Fitz-Gibbon (1978), where they were 

looking at the development of attitude ratings scales. The appeal measures used semantic 

differential scale with three items for each entertainment form. An example of this overall 

measure of attitude is: "Magic is: 

"Interesting (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) · (6) (7) Boring", 

"Worthwhile (1) .(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) Worthless" and 

"Enjoyable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) Unenjoyable". 

As with all other summated scales the reliability was checked. A Pearson's correlation be-

tween the summated and overall appeal scales for each entertainment form allowed for a 

determination of the effectiveness of this multi-attribute model as a predictor of entertainment 

form appeal. Significant correlations would indicate that the model was an effective predictor. 

This is an area where James, Durand and Dreves (1976) used a naive test. Using a 

Spearman's rank correlation to test effectiveness, they reported an inflated idea of the corre-

lations because it is not a true correlation. Spearman's rank merely compared how the stores 

(in their study) were ranked in appeal based on the summated scale and overall attitude 

measure. This ranking was also done for this study, but effectiveness was more reliably 

checked by the Pearson's correlations. 

The theoretical construct for positioning was attractiveness of the entertainment forms. 

Attractiveness was defined in terms of the six salient attributes of liveliness. nonoffensiveness. 

unobtrusiveness, adaptability to all ages, ability to be performed in a restricted place and 

ability to get the audience involved. Operationally defined, this construct was attribute impor-

tance and the belief that a particular entertainment form provides the manager with the attri-

bute. Hypothesis three looked at differences in perceived attribute importance among the 
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restaurant types. As discussed for seg'mentation. restaurant type is defined by its grouping 

in terms of location (urban, rural and suburban), atmosphere (romantic, family and 

college/active), classification (table-service, fast food and lounge) and current entertainment 

status (presence or absence of entertainment). ANOVAs tested for significant differences be-

tween restaurant types in which attributes are most important. Taken in conjunction with hy-

pothesis two, interest in hiring magic, a determination could be made as to those attributes 

considered significantly more important to interested restaurant types. 

The other analysis for positioning was to develop matrices of the belief and importance 

weights for each attribute and entertainment form. These matrices provided a look at the other 

consideration of hypothesis three, that there were differences in managers' beliefs about 

which entertainment forms best provided the attributes. The way in which the managerial 

recommendations have been determined in this study dictated that only information that is 

directly relevant be included. Hence, testing differences in belief weights (Bi) for only those 

attributes that were shown to have significant differences in perceived importance for the in-

terested restaurant types was important. This was possible since hypothesis three was set 

up to determine attribute importance first, then differences in belief weights. The means and 

standard deviations of all summated scales (BiEi), by each restaurant type that had indicated 

a significant interest in hiring magic, were laid out and two-way t-tests used for testing to see 

if there were differences in the way managers perceived the entertainments over the signif-

icant attributes. These matrices were then used to make the specific advertising message 

recommendations presented in Chapter V. 

Advertising Strategy 

The construct involved in determining an advertising strategy was the involvement level 

of the restaurant managers. Specifically, a determination of respondents' degree of involve-

ment when it comes to making a decision about hiring entertainment. This operational con-
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struct was measured with three items using one-to-seven point (Strongly Agree to Strongly 

Disagree) Likert-type scales. The questions, "I view the hiring of entertainment services as 

not being relevant to my job", "I pay attention to advertisements for services I am interested 

in" and "I would hire an entertainer based on an advertisement only", measured involvement 

level of the managers. Items used were modifications of those used by Kassarjian (1981) in 

a study looking at the relationship between market characteristics and purchasing involve-

ment. This scale was also checked for reliability. 

ANOVAs, where involvement level was the dependent variable and restaurant group 

(i.e., classification) was the independent variable, were used for analysis. Only those restau-

rant types that were found to be most interested in hiring entertainment were considered. This 

was because it was assumed that a manager would not be involved in the decision to hire . 

magic without first being involved with the decsion to hire entertainment in general Thus, in-

volvement level tested was for entertainment in general only. Because this study tested a 

model with interrelated components, and where the first step was identifying a managerially 

appropriate target market, it was deemed feasible to use the results of step one for later an-

alyses. In other words, the advertising strategy component has a hypothesis that relates only 

to those restaurant types that were determined by segmentation to have the greatest signif-

icant interest in hiring magic. Because only magic had a specific measure of hiring interest, 

it is the only entertainment service that is analyzed. This was done because it did not appear 

to be necessary to test the model for all entertainment forms. Magic was chosen as being 

representative. This choice was made for convenience as the author has a high degree of fa-

miliarity and knowledge with this entertainment form. 

Creative Decisions 

The final component area, creative decisions, required an examination of two opera-

tional constructs; involvement level and attitude position. Both of these constructs were con-
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sidered for other component areas of the proposed model, thus no new hypotheses were 

developed. Involvement was measured and analysed through hypothesis four. As was ex-

plained in Chapter II. the attitude position does not need direct measurement. Because only 

those restaurant types that had indicated a significant interest in hiring magic are relevant, it 

can be resaonably inferred that their attitude toward magic is positive. It is again acknowl-

edged that such inferences cannot be made for the other entertainment forms since interest 

in them was not measured. This was because magic is the case study service testing the 

proposed model. This leads to implications for future research that are discussed in Chapter 

V. 

The next section simply reiterates and summarizes the survey instrument used and how 

the survey was conducted. 

The Survey Instrument and Survey Method 

The survey instrument used in this study was separated into five sections. A coverpage 

was also provided. The questionnaire used is provided in Appendix A. The coverpage briefly 

stated why the survey was being done and what its objective was. The purpose of the study 

was also mentioned briefly. Respondents were told that their answers would be completely 

confidential and that they and their.restaurant would not be identifiable. 

The first section of the questionnaire looked at involvement, and interest in hiring 

entertainment and magic using seven point Likert-type scales ranging from 1 to 7, with 1 cor-

responding to "strongly agree" and 7 to "strongly disagree". Involvement was measured with 

three items, interest in hiring entertainment by three items and interest in hiring magic by two. 

An example of a question from this section is; 5. "Entertainment would be beneficial for my 

restaurant." Section 2 contained similar Likert-type scales ranging from + 3 to -3, with + 3 

corresponding to "very likely" and -3 to "very unlikely". The purpose of this section was to tap 

the belief weights (Bi) for the positioning analysis. Questions were worded in the following 
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manner; 9. "Music is an entertainment form that can be lively for my restaurant." The impor-

tance weights (Ei) needed for the positioning model were measured in section 3 by questions 

such as, 33. "Liveliness in entertaining patrons in my restaurant is:." Here the scale also 

ranged from +3 to -3, but was labelled "very important" to "very unimportant". Section 4. 

contained semantic differential scales looking at an overall measure of attitude toward each 

entertainment form. This measure consisted of three items for each form. The scales for all 

four entertainment forms were the same, ranging from 1 to 7, where 1 represented a positive 

adjective and 7 a negative one. An example of one adjective set used is question 39. "Inter-

esting (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) Boring." These questions were included to provide 

a test of the effectiveness of the positioning model. The final section asked general questions 

about the restaurant. It was this section that tapped the easily identified and accessible seg- -. 

mentation characteristics. 

Conducting the Survey 

A sample of all the restaurants listed in Blacksburg, Christiansburg, Radford, Pulaski, 

Salem and Roanoke, Virginia phone books was used. For purposes of this study, Roanoke and 

Salem represented urban restaurants (as both are cities), the towns of Christiansburg, Pulaski 

and Radford represented rural areas and the university town of Blacksburg was classified 

suburban as its population size is in between those of the rural or urban areas. There were 

a total of approxiametly 80 restaurants listed, but the final sample available for analysis was 

65, an 81 % response rate. Data was collected by approaching every listed restaurant and 

asking the manager if he/she could take some time to respond to a questionnaire being used 

to collect data for a Masters' thesis from Virginia Tech. Those managers who had the time 

answered the questionnaire while the researcher waited. Others asked if they could answer 

at a later date. A pickup time was arranged with the latter group. However, many managers 

failed to complete the questionnaires by the designated time so repeated trips were necessary 
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to collect the data. If a manager did not respond after four or five visits he/she was considered 

a nonresponse. These and managers whose restaurants have policies of noncooperation with 

surveys resulted in the 19% nonresponse rate. Total time of data collection was two and 

one-half weeks. 

SUMMARY OF CHAPTER Ill 

This chapter laid out the sampling strategy and research plan used in this study. Section 

one discussed the survey method, sample population, sampling frame, sampling 

method/sample size and sampling device. Section two discussed the informal pilot study and 

pre-test that were conducted and the measures and analyses used to test the operational 

hypotheses. Section three provided a summary of the survey instrument and survey method 

used. Chapter IV elaborates on the analysis methods to present the results of this study. 
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CHAPTER IV: ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

OVERVIEW 

This chapter presents the results and analysis of .this study testing the proposed 

normative model of advertising communication strategy for an entertainment service industry, 

specifically magic. A step by step analysis and discussion of the results of each of the hy-

potheses developed in Chapter II is provided. Finally, the chapter is summarized. 

DATA ANALYSIS 

The first step in data analysis was to check the reliability of the summated scales (i.e., 

the scale for interest in hiring entertainment was made up of three items) measuring the rel-

evant constructs. Reliability means the similarity of results provided by independent but 

comparable measures of the same object, trait or construct (Churchill 1987). While reliability 
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of the scales should be established before conducting a substantive study (Churchill 1987), 

due to time constraints this was not feasible for this study. Cronbach's alpha (Cronbach 1951) 

was used to measure scale reliability. The reliability for the summated measure of attitude 

used for positioning was not reported. This is because the effectiveness or reliability was 

tested by Pearson's correlation and Spearman's rank correlation. Before conducting the main 

analysis, question 2. "I pay attention to advertisements for entertainment services I am inter-

ested in.'' was reverse coded. In other words, to correspond to the other involvement scale 

items, a 1 now corresponded to "strongly disgree" and a 7 to "strongly agree·. Thus, the 

higher the involvement scale score, the greater the involvement. Involvement was originally 

measured with three items, but the reliability coefficient using all three was .43. Deletion of 

item, 3. "I would hire an entertainer based on an advertisement only." resulted in an alpha of 

.67. This represented enough improvement to warrant its deletion. Involvement therefore, is 

now measured by two items for analysis. 

Table 1 shows the alpha coefficients for all scales measured. Nunnally (1978) suggested 

that a coefficient alpha of .70 indicates minimum acceptable reliability for early, basic re-

search. Because of the lack of previous research in this area, this study qualifies as early, 

basic research. From the table it can be seen that only the involvement scale violated this 

requirement. The potential weakness of this scale is acknowledged and discussed under study 

limitations. 

The analysis for this study incorporated ANOVA and Duncan's multiple range test to test 

the significance of the proposed relationships. The statistical package SPSSx was used for 

the analyses. Two-way students's t-tests were used to test for differences in the belief weights 

for hypothesis three. As this study was concerned with developing profiles of different res-

taurant groups over several variables, ANOVA was chosen as the appropriate test because 

it is used to assess the statistical significance of differences between groups (Hair, Anderson 

and Tatham 1987). Bartlett's Box test for homogeneity of variance was used to check for vio-

lations of this ANOVA assumption. When such violations did occur t-tests were used to test the 

proposed relationships. Pearson's correlation and Spearman's rank correlation were used to 
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Involvement 

Interest in Hiring Entertainment 

Interest in Hiring Magic 

Overall Appeal 

TABLE 1 

Scale Reliabilities 

alpha = .67 (2 items) 
originally alpha = .43, deletion of one item 
(3) "I would hire an entertainer based on an 
advertisement only" raised the alpha to .67 

Inter-item Correlation Matrix 

item (1) (2) (3) 
item (1) 1.00 
item (2) .52 1.00 
item (3) .10 -.15 1.00 

alpha = .90 (3 items) 

alpha = .94 (2 items) 

Music: 
Magic: 
Comedy: 
Juggling: 

alpha = .90 (3 items) 
alpha = .92 (3 items) 
alpha = .94 (3 items) 
alpha = .91 (3 items) 
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correlate the summated measure of attitude used for positioning and the overall measure of 

attitude to test the effectiveness of the positioning model. 

The remainder of this discussion is considered by hypothesis. Results for each hypoth-

esis are presented and explained. Chapter V discusses the managerial implications of these 

results. 

Hypothesis One 

H1: Interest in hiring entertainment differs among restaurant groups in terms of: 

H1a: Location of the restaurant (urban, rural and suburban). 
H1b: Atmosphere of the restaurant (romantic. family and college/active). 
H1c: Classification of the restaurant (table-service, fast food and lounge). 
H1d: Presence or absence of entertainment (current entertainment status). 

Hypothesis one (H1a,b,c,d) described the anticipated relationships among the segmen-

tation variables and interest in hiring entertainment. The separate components of hypothesis 

1 were analyzed individually. The purpose of this hypothesis was to empirically develop a 

profile of restaurants, based on interest in hiring entertainment, to help entertainers focus 

their advertising efforts and effectively restrict their mailing lists. 

The first hypothesis postulated differences in interest in hiring entertainment among 

restaurant groups on the basis of four characteristics; location, classification, atmosphere and 

current entertainment status. The groups considered within each characteristic are stated in 

the hypothesis. As can be seen from Table 2, parts b, c and d of hypothesis one were sup-

ported by the ANOVAs. The table gives the descriptive statistics for all categories considered, 

the F-ratio of each independent variable and the significance of F. Duncan's multiple range 

test results pointed out which groups differed significantly from each other. As coded, the 

lower the mean, the greater the interest in hiring entertainment. 

At the .10 level, location categories showed no significant differences in interest in hiring 

entertainment. For classification variables (Significance = .00), lounges (X = 6.727) had 
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TABLE 2 

Effect of Restaurant Location. Classification, Atmosphere and 
Current Entertainment Status on Interest in Hiring Entertainment 

Descriotive Statistics 

Location ~ Mean· Standard Dev1at1on Qf F-value 

Urban 14 9.500 5.919 

Rural 27 12.185 6.239 2.62 1.029 

Suburban 24 11.750 5.277 

Classification 

Table-Service 28 13.536 5.260 

Fast Food 15 14.467 4.267 2.62 16.248 

Lounge•· 22 6.727 4.627 

AtmosQhere 

Family 37 13.622 4.792 

Romantic 14 10.818 7.111 2.62 9.407 

College/active .. 14 6.500 4.832 

Entertainment Status 

Offers 21 7.238 5.522 

Does Not 44 13.545 4.868 1,63 21.244 

• Lower mean represents greater interest. 

•• Group is significantly different from other groups 
using Duncan s muluple comparison test. 
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significantly greater interest in hiring entertainment than either table-service (X = 13.536) or 

fast food restaurants (X = 14.467). Also significant at .00, college/active style restaurants (X 

= 6.500) had significantly more interest than either family (X = 13.622) or romantic restau-

rants (X = 10.818). There were no significant differences between the latter. two groups. 

Finally, Table 2 illustrates that managers of restaurants currently offering entertainment (X 

=· 7.238) have greater interest than those who do not (X = 13.545). Chapter II mentioned that 

hypothesis one was included as a manipulation check for hypothesis two. It would be expected 

that a restaurant manager must indicate an interest in hiring entertainment in general before 

an interest in magic in particular. This is because magic is simply one type of entertainment. 

A Pearson's correlation beteen these two scales was .57, significant at the .000 level. This in-

dicates that there should be strong similarities in the significantly interested restaurant types 

for both hypotheses. The findings supported this (see Table 2 and Table 3). 

Hypothesis Two 

H2: Interest in hiring magic differs among restaurant groups in terms of: 

H2a: Location of the restaurant (urban, rural and suburban). 
H2b: Atmosphere of the restaurant (romantic, family and college/active). 
H2c: Classification of the restaurant (table-service, fast food and lounge). 
H2d: Presence or absence of entertainment (current entertainment status). 

This hypothesis and its analysis are very similar to hypothesis one. The only difference 

is that the dependent variable here was interest in hiring magic, not entertainment in general. 

Table 3 shows that complete support for hypothesis two was found. Using Duncan's multiple 

range test, the restaurant profile became more detailed. For part a, location differences, the 

assumption of homogeneity of variance was violated. The ANOVA demonstrated that urban 

restaurants (X = 9.430) showed significantly greater (Significance = .07) interest in hiring 

magic than did suburban (X = 11.750). T-tests between each group supported this finding. 

The only groups showing significant differences in interest in hiring magic were urban and 
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TABLE 3 

Effect of Restaurant Location, Classification, Atmosphere and 
Current Entertainment Status on Interest In Hiring Magic 

Descriptive Statistics 

Location ~ Mean• Standard Deviation f!! F-value 

Urban•• '14 9.430 4.309 

Rural 27 11.259 2.754 2.62 2.710 

Suburban 24 11.750 2.382 

Classification 

Table-Service 28 12.036 2.457 

Fast Food 15 11.200 3.256 2,62 3.873 

Lounge•• 22 9.682 3.372 

Atmosphere 

Family 37 11.546 2.921 

Romantic 14 11.486 3.021 2,62 3.245 

College/active•• 14 9.143 3.394 

Entertainment Status 

Offers 21 9.714 3.364 

Does Not 44 11.682 2.802 1,63 6.149 

• Lower mean represents greater interest in hiring magic. 

•• Group is significantly different from other groups (more interested). 
using Duncan's multiple comparison test. 

••• ANOVA violated assumption of homogeneity of variance 
using Bartlett's Box test. T-test significant at .10 level. 
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suburban (Significance = .08). For part b, classification, lounges (X = 9.682) showed signif-

icantly (Significance = .03) more interest in magic than did either fast food (X = 11.200) or 

table service restaurants (X = 12.036). Atmosphere differences were hypothesized in part· c. 

This was also supported at the .10. Here it is seen that college/active atmosphere restaurants 

(X = 9.143) were significantly more interested in hiring magic shows than were family-style 

restaurants (X = 11.546). Finally, hypothesis two was fully supported by entertainment status 

differences (Significance= .02). Managers of restaurants currently offering entertainment (X 

= 9.714) showed a significantly greater interest in hiring magic than did those who do not (X 

= 11.682). In summary of hypothesis two; urban, lounges, college/active style establishments 

and restaurants currently offering entertainment were the most significantly interested types 

in their respective categories. These restaurant types were important for other hypotheses 

and particularly for the recommendations that are discussed in Chapter V. 

Hypothesis Three 

H3: Importance of salient entertainment attributes, and the belief that a particular enter-
tainment form provides them, differs among restaurant group managers in terms of: 

H3a: Location of the restaurant (urban, rural and suburban). 
H3b: Atmosphere of the restaurant (romantic, family and college/active). 
H3c: Classification of the restaurant (table-service, fast food and lounge). 
H3d: Presence or absence of entertainment (current entertainment status). 

There were several analyses needing to be done in conjunction with this hypothesis. 

First, since positioning required the use of a predictive model that has never been applied to 

entertainment before, a test of its effectiveness was necessary. Based on a study by James, 

Durand and Dreves (1975), the summated attitude measures incorporating the Bis and Eis 

were correlated with an overall measure of attitude toward each entertainment form. Table 

4 shows a ranking of entertainment forms both by the summated measure (BiEi) and by the 

general measure of attitude. Rankings were perfectly consistent as shown by the Spearman's 

correlation coefficient of 1.0. While this was the only test reported by James, Durand and 
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TABLE 4 

Test of the Effectiveness of the Positioning Model 

Pearsons' Correlation: 

Entertainment Form 

Music 

Magic 

Comedy 

Juggling 

Spearmans' Rank Correlation: 

Entertainment Form Mean· 

Music 50.385 

Magic 83.062 

Comedy 80.462 

Juggling 88.462 

Sperarmans' Rank Correlation = 1.0 

Correlation Coefficient 

Sum mated 

.414 

.158 

.238 

.335 

Rank 

3 

2 

4 

• Lower mean represents higher perceived attractiveness. 

•• Lower mean represents more proattitudinal position. 
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Dreves (1976), an additional test of effectiveness was needed because of the positive bias of 

Spearman's rank correlation. This test merely correlated how the two measures of attitude 

ranked the entertainment forms, it did not provide a real correlation. Pearson's correlation 

coefficients were calculated between the overall measure of attitude for each entertainment 

and its summated (BiEi) measure. The results are shown in Table 4. Even though the coeffi-

cients appeared relatively low, all were significant at the .10 level, hence the positioning 

model was an effective predictor of attitude. Thus, the results supporting or refuting hypoth-

esis three can be taken as valid. 

Tables 5 through 10 show the results of ANOVAs for attribute importance by restaurant 

group. For analysis, the + 3 to -3 scale was coded as 1 (very important) to 7 (very unimpor-

tant). This means that the lower the mean, the more important the attribute was perceived. 

Table 5 looks at the importance of liveliness in an entertainment. It can be seen that man-

agers of lounges (X = 2.045) and restaurants currently offering entertainment (X = 2,381) 

considered liveliness significantly more important than other restaurant types. In the atmos-

phere category, college/active style establishments had a mean indicating that liveliness was 

also important to them. Significantly more than did family style managers. 

Table 6 reports the test for significance of unobtrusiveness importance. For this attribute, 

only the category of atmosphere had a significant (.00) result. Here college/active style busi-

nesses (X = 3.714) viewed unobtrusiveness as relatively unimportant compared to other at-

mosphere groups. 

Getting the audience involved is the attribute presented in Table 7. Lounges (X = 1.773) 

and restaurants currently offering entertainment (X = 1.809) demonstrated significantly higher 

perceptions of attribute importance than did managers of other restaurant types. 

College/active style places (X = 3.892) viewed the relevant attribute as being less important 

than either romantic (X = 2.182) or family style establishments (X = 2.643). 

Table 8 is the entertainment's ability to be adaptable to all ages. Urban restaurants (X 

= 3.429) viewed adaptibility as being significantly less important than did other location types. 

Similarly, college/active style managers which, like urban restaurants showed significantly 
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TABLES 

Effect of Restaurant Location. Classification, Atmosphere and 
Current Entertainment Status on t.iveliness Importance 

Descriptive Statistics 

Location Number Mean· Standard Deviation !l! F-value 

Urban 14 2.571 1.603 

Rural 27 3.667 1.747 2,62 2.281 

Suburban 24 3.625 1.555 

Classification 

Table-Service 28 4.143 1.ns 

Fast Food 15 4.067 1.163 2.62 15.704 

Lounge•• 22 2.045 .950 

Atmosphere 

Family .. 37 4.054 1.508 

Romantic 14 2.636 1.748 2,62 6.755 

College/active 14 2.500 1.605 

Entertainment Status 

Olfers•• 21 2.381 1.532 

Does Not 44 3.900 1.567 1.63 13.706 

•Lower mean represents greater perceived importance. 

•• Group is significantly different from other groups 
using Duncan's multiple comparison test. 
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TABLE 6 

Effect of Restaurant Location, Classification, Atmosphere and 
Current Entertainment Status on Unobtrusiveness Importance 

Descriptive Statistics 

Location Number Mean· Standard Deviation !!! F-value 

Urban 14 2.786 1.578 

Rural 27 2.407 1.279 2.62 .401 

Suburban 24 2.708 1.628 

Classification 

Table-Service 28 2.679 1.389 

Fast Food 15 2.133 .916 2,62 1.045 

Lounge 22 2.818 1.816 

Atmosphere 

Family 37 2.568 1.237 

Romantic .. 14 1.364 .674 2.62 10.252 

College/active•· 14 3.714 1.729 

Entertainment Status 

Offers 21 2.857 1.878 

Does Not 44 2.777 1.229 1,63 .953 

• Lower mean represents a greater perceived importance. 

•• Group is significantly different from other groups 
using Duncan's multiple comparison test. 
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TABLE 7 

Effect of Restaurant Location, Classification. Atmosphere and 
Current Entertainment Status on the Importance of Getting the 

Audience Involved 

Descriptive Statistics 

Location Number Mean' Standard Deviation 91 F-value 

Urban 14 3.000 1.797 

Rural 27 3.407 1.759 2,62 .280 

Suburban 24 3.417 1.909 

Classification 

Table-Service 28 3.929 1.538 

Fast Food 15 4.667 1.598 2.62 20.450 

Lounge'' 22 1.773 1.109 

Atmosphere 

Family 37 2.643 2.203 

Romantic 14 2.182 1.250 2,62 5.671 

College/active" 14 3.892 1.595 

Entertainment Status 

Offers" 21 1.809 1.250 

Does Not 44 4.045 1.569 1,63 32.649 

• Lower mean represents greater perceived imponance. 

" Group is significantly different from other groups 
using Duncan's multiple comparison test. 
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TABLE 8 

Effect of Restaurant Location. Classification, Atmosphere and 
Current Entertainment Status on Adaptability Importance 

Descriotive Statistics 

Location Number Mean· Standard Deviation 9.f F-value 

Urban•• 14 3.429 1.399 

Rural 27 2.333 1.046 2,62 2.472 

Suburban 24 2.875 1.777 

Classification 

Table-Service 28 2.857 1.557 

Fast Food 15 2.333 1.046 2,62 .781 

Lounge 22 2.954 1.838 

Atmosehere 

Family 37 2.459 1.304 

Romantic 14 2.545 1.507 2.62 3.580 

College/ active•• 14 3.714 2.016 

Entertainment Status 

Olfers 21 3.048 1.936 

Does Not 44 2.636 1.348 1,63 .989 

• Lower mean represents greater perceived importance. 

•• Group is significantly different from other groups 
using Duncan's multiple comparison test. 
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TABLE 9 

Effect of Restaurant Location. Classification. Atmosphere and 
Current Entertainment Status on Nonotfens1veness Importance 

Descriotive Statistics 

Location ~ Mean· Standard Deviation Q1 F-value 

Urban 14 1.714 1.326 

Rural 27 1.704 1.325 2.62 .256 

Suburban 24 1.958 1.429 

Classification 

Table-Service 28 2.179 1.611 

Fast Food 15 1.333 .617 2,62 2.248 

Lounge 22 1.636 1.255 

Atmos11here 

Family 37 1.838 1.214 

Romantic 14 1.091 .302 2.62 3.146 

College/ active·· 14 2.429 1 950 

Entertainment Status 

Offers 21 1.857 1.352 

Does Not 44 1.773 1.362 1.63 .054 

• Lower mean represents greater perceived importance. 

•• Group is significantly different from other groups 
using Duncan's multiple comparison test. 
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TABLE 10 

Effect of Restaurant Location, Classification, Atmosphere and 
Current Entertainment Status on Importance of being able to be 

Pedormed in a Restricted Place 

Descriptive Statistics 

Location Number Mean· Standard Deviation Q! ~ 

Urban 14 2.571 1.452 

Rural 27 2.852 1.537 2,62 .563 

Suburban 24 3.125 1.676 

Classification 

Table-Service 28 3.429 1.643 

Fast Food 15 2.867 1.598 2,62 3.984 

Lounge•• 22 2.227 1.192 

Atmosehere 

Family 37 3.162 1.573 

Romantic 14 2.273 1.104 2.62 1.613 

College/ active 14 2.643 1.780 

Entertainment Status 

Offers•• 21 ' 2.381 1.322 

Does Not 44 3.136 1.622 1,63 3.450 

• Lower mean represents greater perceived importance. 

•• Group 1s significantly different from other groups 
using Duncan's multiple comparison test. 
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more interest in hiring magic, considered the attribute not as vital to business as did romantic 

(X = 2.545) or family (X = 2.459) managers. 

The fifth salient attribute was nonoffensiveness of the entertainment. Table 9 details the 

findings. Only the category of restaurant atmosphere (Significant at .05) was relevant. Thus, 

it is stated that recommendations regarding this attribute can be made only for college/active 

style restaurants. Although these managers showed the lowest perception of attribute impor-

tance in this category, the mean of 2.429 indicates that nonoffensiveness was a relatively im-

portant quality in entertainment. 

The results for the sixth salient attribute are given in Table 10. The ability to be per-

formed in a restricted place was considered here. Lounges (X = 2.227) and restaurants cur-

rently offering entertainment (X = 2.381) showed the only significant differences in attribute 

importance. Both were restaurant types significantly interested in hiring magic. Managers of 

both types also looked at the ability to be performed in a restricted place as important for an 

entertainer performing in their restaurant. 

The final analysis for positioning is shown in Tables 11 through 14. These tables are 

positioning matrices looking at the belief weights considered by hypothesis three. Since this 

was an analysis with very managerial applications, only relevant target markets and signif-

icant attributes were of interest. These relevant markets were those interested in hiring magic. 

The tables present information on the belief (Bi) and importance (Ei) weights discussed pre-

viously. The summated scores (BiEi) provided an overall ranking of the entertainment ser-

vices. The belief weights, represented by mean scores, allowed for a determination of how 

each entertainment form was viewed for a particular attribute. Tables 11 through 14 illustrate 

whether or not there were differences in managers' beliefs for the attributes showing signif-

icance in Tables 5 through 10. Two-way student's t-tests were used for this analysis. 

Table 11 shows that urban managers viewed music as the most attractive entertainment, 

followed by magic. This was illustrated by the sum mated (BiEi) scores. The only attribute that 

had shown significant differences in importance for the location characteristic was "adaptable 

to all ages", thus this was the only attribute considered. Table 11 points out that managers 
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did believe that there were differences 1n which entertainment services would best provide 

adaptability for their restaurant. Music was believed to be the most adaptable and juggling the 

least by urban managers. In terms of overall ranking, Tables 12 and 14 reported results sim-

ilar to urban restaurants for lounges and restaurants currently offering entertainment. Table 

12 concentrated on lounges. Here it was seen that. while there were three attributes oemon-

strating significance for importance. only "liveliness" and ·gets the audience involved" showed 

significant differences in belief weights. Lounge managers believed musicians were signif-

icantly more lively and more capable of getting the audience involved than were comedians. 

There were three significant attributes for restaurants currently offering entertainment. Table 

14 presents the positioning matrix for this market. Music was believed to be significantly more 

lively and capable of getting the audience involved than was juggling. Table 13 provides the 

positioning matrix for the last interested restaurant type, college/active style businesses. In 

terms of overall position, music was perceived most attractive, followed by magic and com-

edy. Of the five significant attributes for this group, three had significant differences in belief 

weights. In all three cases, music was believed to provide the attribute for the restaurant 

better than would juggling. In terms of liveliness, magic and comedy were also believed to 

perform significantly better than juggling. The same was true for "gets the audience involved". 

This discussion merely presented the findings associated with the positioning hypoth-

esis. The model used was primarily aimed at providing data for making message copy rec-

ommendations. not actual hypothesis testing. Thus. the tests reported here. while helpmg to 

narrow down the recommendations needing to be made, were not expected to provide all the 

information needed. Chapter V discusses the positioning matrices in detail to make very 

specfic recommendations for message copy strategies. The next section looks at hypothesis 

four. This hypothesis determines how to design a message appeal that presents the cooy ef-

fectively to the appropriate audience. 
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Hypothesis Four 

H4: Managers of restaurant types interested in hiring magic are more highly involved in the 
decision to hire entertainment than are managers of noninterested restaurant types by: 

H4a: Location or the restaurant (urban. rural and suburban). 
H4b: Atmosphere of the restaurant (romantic. family and college/active). 
H4c: Classification of the restaurant (table-service. fast food and lounge). 
H4d: Presence or absence of entertainment (current entertainment status). 

Table 15 provides the results of the analysis for hypothesis four. This hypothesis was 

concerned with the construct of involvement which was necessary for the advertising strategy 

and creative decisions components of the proposed model. The location category was the 

only one not showing significant results. As involvement was coded on a summated basis 

with •7• representing a high degree of involvement. the greater the mean the more highly in-

volved were managers. For classification, lounges (X = 11.364) were significantly more in-

volved with the purchase decision than were table-service (X = 7.929) or fast food (X = 8.067) 

managers. College/active style (X = 11.214) and restaurants currently offering entertainment 

(X = 11.809) were also most involved in their respective categories. These types were also 

those most interested in hiring entertainment in general and magic, with the exception of a 

location type. This result is what was expected. As discussed in Chapter 11, personal rele-

vance has an effect on consumer involvement level. The decision to hire entertainment was 

naturally more relevant to managers interested in hiring entertainment and magic than those 

not. In addition. for managers currently offering entertainment, their direct experience would 

dictate a greater involvement level (Petty and Cacioppo 1986: Wu and Shaffer 1987). 

Even though there is a model component for creative decisions. it was previously ex-

plained why no hypothesis was developed for it. Involvement level has already been covered 

in hypothesis four and attitude position of restaurant managers interested in hiring magic was 

assumed to be proattltudinal. This 1s the assumption used for all relevant recommendations. 
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TABLE 15 

Effect of Restaurant Location. Classification, Atmosphere and 
Current Entertainment Status on Involvement Level 

Descriptive Statistics 

Location Number Mean· Standard Deviation Q! F-value 

Urban 14 9.714 4.251 

Rural 27 9.074 3.245 2,62 .302 

Suburban 24 8.833 3.002 

Classification 

Table-Service 28 7.929 3.114 

Fast Food 15 8.067 3.170 2,62 9.320 

Lounge'' 22 11.364 2.434 

Atmosphere 

Family 37 8.054 2.624 

Romantic 14 9.182 4.332 2.62 5.156 

College/ active·· 14 11.214 3.378 

Entertainment Status 

Offers· 21 11.809 2.379 

Does Not 44 7.841 2.996 1.63 28.269 

• Higher mean represents greater involvement. 

" Group is significantly different from other groups 
using Duncan's multicle comparison test. 

... ANOVA violated assumption of homogeneity of variance 
using Bartlett's Box test. T-test significant at .00 level. 
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SUMMARY 

Table 16 summarizes the results found for the hypothesized relationships. The majority 

of the hypotheses were supported. This chapter described the survey instrument and method 

of surveying used in this study. A presentation of the results found. broken d.own by hypoth· 

esis, was given. Explanations and implications of the results were not discussed as they are 

covered in the next chapter. Chapter V lays out the restaurant profiles determined by the an-

alyses presented in this chapter and the managerial implications of them. Chapter V also 

discusses limitations of the study and implications for future research. Chapter VI provides 

an overall strategy for magicians aiming their advertising at restaurant managers that is. 

based on the Chapter V recommendations. 
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Hypothesis I: 

Hypothesis 2: 

Hypothesis 3: 

Hypothesis 4: 

TABLE 16 

Summary of Re:suits 

Interest in hiring entertauunent differs 
among restaurant groups m terms of: 

H la: Location 

Hlb: Atmosphere 

H le: Classification 

H ld: Entcrta.inmcnt Status 

Interest in hiring magic differs 
among restaurant groups in terms of: 

H2a: Location 

H2b: Atmosphere 

H2c: Classification 

H2d: Entertainment Status 

Attribute importance, and the belief that a 
particular entertainment form provides these attributes, 
differs among restaurant groups in terms of: 

HJa: Location 

H3b: Atmosphere 

H3c: Classification 

H3d: Entertainment Status 

Involvement level differs 
among restaurant groups in terms of: 

H4a: Location 

H4b: Atmosphere 

H4c: Classification 

H4d: Entertainment Status 
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Weakly Supported 
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CHAPTER V: DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

OVERVIEW 

The fifth chapter of this thesis summarizes the significance of the research findings. An 

overview of the research that was used is presented first. followed by a discussion of the 

major findings. Chapter IV identified those restaurant types most interested in hiring magic. 

This provided a profile of appropriate restaurant types for magicians to focus their advertising 

efforts on. The results of the other hypotheses allow designing of an effective campaign aimed 

at the appropriate target markets. This chapter makes specific recommendations for this de-

sign. Discussions are presented by hypothesis. The limitations of this study and its impli-

cations for future research are also discussed. 
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Overview of the Research 

The objective of this research was to develop and test a normative model of advertising 

communication strategy for an entertainment service. This study concentrated on the magic 

business as a representative example of an entertainment form. More specifically, the re-

search investigated proposed relationships between relevant dependent variables; interest in 

hiring entertainment. interest in hiring magic, entertainment attribute importance and in-

volvement level for the decision to hire entertainment, and the easily accessed and identified 

restaurant segmentation characteristics of location. classification. atmosphere style and cur-

rent entertainment status. Attitude position was inferred as being positive as only interested 

restaurants were considered for recommendations. The model incorporated well-researched 

areas of advertising strategy; segmentation, positioning, advertising strategy and creative 

decisions to develop practical applications. No such research had previously been done in 

the entertainment field. 

The primary goal or this study was to determine if there were differences among res-

taurant types in terms of the segmentation characteristics. Because individual entertainers 

seldom have the expertise or resources necessary to do a thorough evaluation of potential 

target markets, the segmentation variables used were easily identified and accessed. One 

major target market. restaurants, was considered. The a-priori choice of segmentation vari-

ables was made for a reason. The characteristics chosen are readily available to any 

entertainer willing to look for them in the Yellow Pages of phone books or in newspaper ad-

vertisements. The results of this study provided for specific recommendations on how 

magicians should focus their advertising efforts. Significant findings for the hypotheses de-

veloped in Chapter II made 1t possible to identify those restaurant groups most appropriate for 

mag1c1ans to target and then determine how these managers differ for certain important ad-

vertising concepts. These conceots were: perceived position of magic comcared to three other 
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common entertainment forms and involvement level. A third concept. attitude position. was 

inferred. A summary of the results of the hypotheses was given in Table 16 in Chapter IV. 

The research used ANOVA to test for significant differences among restaurant groups. 

The effectiveness of the positioning model was tested by a Pearson's correlation and a 

Spearman's rank correlation between the summated attitude scale (BiEi) and the overall 

measure of attitude toward each entertainment form. Duncan's multiple comparisons and t-

tests. where necessary due to lack of homQgeneity of variance, were used to determine which 

restaurant types showed significant results. 

Discussion of the Major Findings 

Hypotheses One and Two 

The purpose of this research was to develop usable profiles of restaurants in terms of 

an attribute relevant to magicians. This attribute was interest in hiring magic. Interest in magic 

was the only construct measured for a particular entertainment. Hypothesis one dealt with the 

construct of interest in hiring entertainment in general. As explained previously in Chapters 

II and IV, this hypothesis provided ·a manipulation check for hypothesis two. The Pearson's 

correlation between the scales measuring these two constructs (.57) was highly significant 

(.000). Thus. it was expected that the generated profiles for interested restaurant types would 

be very similar. This was found. The only difference between the profile for restaurants in-

terested in hiring entertainment ana hmng magic is that there were no significant differences 

found for the location category in terms of interest in hiring entertainment. Thus. no definite 

statement can be made as to a preferable restaurant type based on location alone. However. 

as this study set out to develop managerial recommendations for mag1c1ans. not entertainers 
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in general. it can be stated that there are preferable restaurant types in terms of locatron. 

classification. atmosphere and current entertainment status .. A magician looking to identify the 

best suited audience for his/her service would be best served by either urban restaurants. 

lounges. college/active style places and/or restaurants that offer entertainment already. It is 

not suggested that only an establishment meeting all these criteria is appropriate. It is un-

reasonable to assume that all magicians have access to such businesses. It is recommended 

that any of these restaurant types is better suited for targeting by magicians than other types. 

For example. a magician may only have access to restaurant locations. In such a situation it 

is suggested that urban restaurants would generally be more appropriate than either rural or 

suburban. If the performer is in a rural area only, restaurants within one of the other cate-

gories could be targeted. The other choice is to say that rural performers should not practice 

magic. It is not within the scope of this study to make such a judgement. 

These findings make intuitive sense. Urban locations tend to be more adventurous and 

cosmopolitan m nature than rural or suburban locations in general. Thus, it seems reasonable 

that managers m such areas would be more interested in hiring a rather unique (as compared 

to music perhaps) entertainment service, such as magic, than managers in other areas. 

Lounges are already set up for entertainment. More so than either table-service or fast food 

establishments. People come to lounges for reasons other than meals (such as with the other 

classification types). Many come to drink, socialize or listen to entertainment. Following this 

logic, it m.akes sense that college/active style restaurants also showed significantly more in-

terest than other atmosphere groups. People patronize romantic or family style places for 

particular reasons that generally do not include being entertained. Patrons in college towns 

(college atmosphere) tend to come to restaurants for similar reasons as lounges. They seek 

a place to drink. socialize or listen to entertainment. Active style (as indicated by the manag-

ers themse1ves1 necessarily dictates an atinosohere wnere patrons' attention is focuseo on 

external stimuli. such as entertainment. Perhaps most obvious of all the interested restaurant 

types are those currently offering entertainment. This is their main attraction. thus managers 

are alwavs going to be interested in hiring entertainment. of which magic is a form. 
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These explanations for why the profile developed as it did were not based on concrete 

facts. They were based however. on the intu1t1on, sound reasoning and knowledge of the au-

thor. There were no unbelievable explanations postulated. And as far as individual magicians 

are concerned, it does not matter why lounges are most interested, only that they are. As this 

study included only practical considerations. it is not particularly relevant why the findings 

were as they were. 

Hypothesis Three 

Four restaurant types were identified and targeted as appropriate markets for magicians. 

According to the proposed model, once these markets are determined, it is time to make 

specific advertising recommendations. The first area is positioning. Hypothesis three dealt 

with the idea that the importance of salient attributes and the belief that different enter-

tainment forms contain these attributes differed among managers. The findings indicated that 

this was somewhat true. Importance of none of the attributes was found to be significant for 

all categories, while the positioning matrices demonstrated that not all the entertainment 

forms were perceived to equally provide the attributes. This was found for all four relevant 

target groups (urban, lounges, college/active style and restaurants currently offering enter-

tainment). Recommendations were based on all information that was considered important 

and relevant when designing an advertising communication for a magician(s). 

Table 11 in Chapter IV is the positioning matrix for urban restaurants. This represented 

the segmentation category of location. As was described in Chapter IV. the only attribute 

demonstrating a significant degree of perceived importance for the location variable was 

"adaptable to all ages." Here 11 was deemed least important by urban managers than by 

managers of the other two types. The positioning matrix showed that. while magic was be· 

l1eved to be neither adaptable nor unadaptable (a mean of 3.i86 on a scale where a 4 is 

neutral). it ranked second behind music on this attribute. However, it was a nonimportant 
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consideration of managers when looking to hire entertainment for their restaurant. Other at-

tributes had means indicating greater perceived importance. but because no significant 

findings were uncovered. no recommendations were made. Due to the lack of importance of 

the significant attribute. it is suggested that. while magicians could stress this point in a 

message, it may not be too effective. 

The classification category showed mixed results for hypothesis three. Three of the six 

salient attributes found significant differences among table-service. fast food and lounge 

managers. "Nonoffensiveness·. ·unobtrusiveness· and "adaptable to all ages· did not differ 

significantly in importance. For the attributes of •nveliness·. "ability to be performed in a re-

stricted place· and "ability to get the audience involved·. lounge managers perceived greater 

importance than did either table-service or fast food managers. The means show that the most 

significantly important attribute was the ability of the entertainment to get the audience in-

volved. Table 12 in Chapter IV illustrated that while magic was believed to be in a neutral 

position as far as being able to get the audience involved, it was still perceived more favorably 

than either comedy or juggling. This holds true for overall position. The major recommenda-

tion for message copy aimed at lounge managers is this: advertisements need to explain that 

the magician can get the audience involved, is lively and can perform in a restricted place. 

The positioning matrix shows that managers tend not to believe this of magic on average. 

Thus. an individual performer needs to explain that he/she is not an ·average· magician, but 

·more than just another magician: This elevates the individual above the qualities assigned 

to his/her service. 

As far as college/active style restaurants were concerned. managers considered 

unobtrusiveness of an entertainment significantly less important than did either romantic or 

family style managers. These managers also viewed the attributes of "ability to get the audi· 

ence involved". "adaptable to all ages" and "nonoffens1veness" as being significantly less 

important to them. While also being perceived as less important than by romantic or family 

managers. the attribute "nonoffens1veness· had a mean indicating a fair level of perceived 

importance. Liveliness was quite important to these managers. It showed significantly more 
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importance for college/active managers than 1t did for romantic or family while also. based 

on mean importance scores. being perceived as the most important attribute an entertainment 

can have. Due to a lack of significant findings, a statement about the attribute of "ability to 

be performed in a restricted place" could not be made. Table 13 in Chapter IV presented the 

positioning matrix for college/active restaurants. This table illustrated that on these salient 

attributes. magic was ranked a close third behind music and comedy for college/active style 

restaurants. What are the message copy implications? It can be seen that magic was believed 

to be somewhat deficient in important attributes. Thus, these weaknesses need to be down-

played in a message. The matrix showed however, that magic was believed to better provide 

the attribute of nonoffensiveness than the other entertainment forms. This was the most im-

portant attribute for college/active style managers. This indicated that managers believed 

magic to be the entertainment form most likely to be nonoffensive for college/active style 

restaurants. Hence, the recommendation for a persuasive communication aimed at 

college/active style restaurants was to emphasize th.e nonoffensive nature of magic. While 

magic was also believed to be the most unobtrusive in nature. this attribute was not perceived 

as being important for this group. Thus. there was no real need to emphasize it since man-

agers indicated they did not require it in entertainment. Emphasizing the nonorrensiveness 

of magic in a message copy would provide managers with relevant information. They have 

shown an interest in this quality and consider it necessary for their business. This is an ex-

ample of telling the audience what they want to hear. 

The. final restaurant type that was identified as managerially important to magicians was 

in the category of entertainment status. Managers of restaurants currently offering enter-

tainment considered the attributes of "liveliness·. "ability to get the audience involved" and 

·can be performed in a restricted place" significantly more important than did managers not 

offering entertainment. An additional attribute. "nonoffensiveness", was considered most im-

portant in terms of mean score. There were no significant differences because other manag-

ers also felt it an important quality. However, only those attributes that differed significantly 

in importance were considered for recommendations. Chapter IV contains Table 14. the po· 
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s1tioning matrix for these re~taurants. The situation here was similar to that presented for 

lounge managers. The entertainment form magic did not perform well on any of the 1mponant 

attributes. In other words. managers did not believe magic was particularly capable ct pro-

viding them with the attributes. Therefore. the individual performer must emphasize not per-

ceived strengths. because none exist. but instead stress why they are not "just another 

magician". Stating in a message that unlike other magicians they (the manager) may have 

seen or heard about. he/she (the advertiser) is special. He/she provides a lively show that can 

not only get the audience involved, but can also be performed with little room. Hence. 1t was 

suggested that the findings recommended a break with the category of magic services. The 

advertiser must place him/herself on a separate plateau where he/she is not judged as a 

performer of magic. 

Hypothesis Four 

The recommendations suggested in the section on hypothesis three were aimed at 

message copy. What to include in the appeal. Hypothesis four considers how to present this 

copy. It was stated in Chapter II that involvement level with the attitude object (decision to hire 

entertainment) dictates what type of appeal would be most effective. Table 15 in Chapter IV 

indicated any differences in involvement level among the relevant restaurant types. In all 

significant cases (there were none tor the location category), the interested types indicated the 

highest levels of involvement. Thus. a recommendation can be made that applies equally to 

lounges. college/active style businesses and restaurants currently offering entertainment. The 

means indicated that all managers were relatively highly involved (an average mean of 11.4 

a·n a scale where 14 is extremely involved). A rational copy appeal is best suited for highly 

involved audiences. This means that the relevant information discussed for hypothesis three 

should be presented in a straightforward manner. No g1mm1cks or wild designs are necessary. 

The audience has tndicated an interest in getting information about any entertainer thev mav 
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consider hiring. The last thing the advertiser wants to do 1s camouflage this information. In 

those cases where it was .recommended that .the performer stress the differences between 

him/herself and the average magician. this should take the form of either an opening line or 

headline of the communication. It's very important so put it up front. Other relevant informa· 

tion should be presented in order of importance. This guards against the receiver not reading 

the whole advertisement. thus missing vital information. 

While not measured directly, attitude position was inferred to be proattitudinal. This 

construd falls under the creative appeals component of the conceptual model. In a 

proattitudinal sit1,1ation as is assumed here, the advertiser (magician) has an audience that 

generates unsolicited support for the communication. There is little danger of presenting an 

appeal that goes totally tangent to opinions held by the receiver. As was stated in Chapter II,. 

in a high involvementtproattitudinal situation as exists here. the credibility of the source is not 

very important as message content is most relevant. This means that magicians need not 

shop around for quotes from famous people (i.e., David Copperfield says, "best magician I've 

ever seen"). 

The creative strategy of using a repetitive message is useful. Magicians need to send 

more than one advertisement to audience members. These follow-up reminders, in the form 

of direct mail campaigns. reinforce the message. This is a desirable situation since receivers 

are already generating positive thoughts. Repetition should boost this along. 

Petty and Cacioppo (1979) found that in a high involvement/proattitudinal situation, the 

strategy of using rhetorical questions in an advertisement is unwise. It was found that per· 

suasion is reduced because the generation of favorable thoughts is disrupted. This is highly 

undesireable since support argumnets make the advertiser appear more positive to the re-

ceiver. Thus. it is strongly recommended that magicians. and more generally other 

entertainers. not use rhetorical questions (i.e .. Do you need more customers?) in communi· 

cations aimed at managers of restaurant types that have indicated interest in hiring. 

The final creative appeal strategy that was considered was the use of distraction. Petty, 

Wells and Brock (1976) found that increasing distraction disrupted the generation of favorable 
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thoughts, s1m1lar to rhetorical questions. hence reducing agreement with the message.This 1s 

another undes1reable effect of advertising. As such, it is recommended that this strategy not 

be followed by entertainers in the pos1t1on advocated here. Chapter VI consolidates these 

recommendations into a comprehensive strategy for advertising for and by magicians. A 

step-by-step strategy is laid out in a manner that follows the conceptual model, first segmen-

tation, then positioning, advertising strategy and finally creative decisions. Before this sum-

mary is presented, the limitations and implications of the research are discussed. 

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

This study has several limitations that may render its results somewhat less than reli· 

able. While the findings generally supported the hypotheses that were based on intuition and 

reasoning, the fact that there were no empirical bases for them could present a problem. 

Since this is put forth as early, basic research seeking to establish an empirical base for future 

studies, this limitation was not seen as damaging to the study's credibility. 

A more serious limitation was the small sample size and geographic dispersion of re-

spondents. 65 is a small sample when it is considered that each category is broken down 

further. Thus, no one cell had more than 37 (family style restaurants) respondents. The effect 

this may have had on the findings is not known. It is acknowledged however, that a larger 

sample size would have validated the results much better. However, this was not possible 

due to the specific sample poulation used. Another problem here was the geographic 

dispersion. Because of where the study was conducted, rural restaurants predominated. Ad-

ditionally, what was considered rural for this study was on a comparative basis. The town of 

Radford. Virginia may not actually be rural m nature. It is a university town. although on a 

much smaller and less cosmopolitan scale than the university town of Blacksburg. 

Blacksburg, Virginia 1s not a true suburb because it is 35 miles from the nearest metropolitan 
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area (Roanoke). The location c1ass1ricat1on of suburb was on the recommendation of re-

spondents who did not feel that Blacksburg was either rural or uroan. Only 15 managers from 

urban areas responded to the quest1onna1re. Many more were approached but eventually had 

to be considered nonresponses. This may also have affected the findings, particularly since 

there were few significant results found for the location category. A more even number of ur-

ban responses may have changed this. 

The choice of magic was made for several reasons. One of which was the author's 

knowiedge that restaurants in the geographic area were generally familiar with it. This may 

not be true elsewhere. particularly where rural indicates something different than it did in this 

study. Thus. a potential limitation was that magic was not truly representative as an enter-

tainment form. However. 1t was not suggested that the results found for magic would be 

generalizeable to other entertainment forms. only that the method of getting them was 

generalizeable. Taken in this manner. magic was representative. 

A statistical limitation concerned hypothesis four, differences 1n involvement level. 

Nunnally (19781 stated that a reliability coefficient of .70 was the acceptable mmimum for early, 

basic research. The scale for involvement had a reliability of .67. As this model is practically-

onented, not theoretically. 1t is suggested that this lower reliability is acceptable. More leeway 

should be given for studies with practical orientations because there will always be a greater 

chance for error than with well-documented. emp1ncatly based theoretical research. A poten-

tial reason for the somewhat low reliability is that is was based on only two items. 

Another potential statistical limitation was the low correlations found between the 

summated and overall attitude measures associated with positioning. While all were signif· 

icant at the .10 level, higher coefficients were expected. A possible reason was ambiguity of 

the questions for the overall scales. Sub1ects were asked to respond to the summated scale 

items in terms of their restaurants. while that was not explicitely stated for the overall items. 

Thus. perhaos respondents answered on more personal opinions. not busmess ones. This 

could explain the low correlations. 
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Despite what may appear to be many potential l1m1tat1ons to this study, the results did 

support hypotheses that were based on good. sound reasoning. The recommendations put 

forth are all grounded in well-researched and documented theories. thus they can be assumea 

to be appropriate. This study never meant to make deti'nitive statements. but merely to give 

entertainers a starting point to help them easily and effectively segment their market. This 

leads to the implications for future research. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

This study provided the first step in conducting empirical research in the entertainment 

service field. The model tested was able to generate managerially relevant hypotheses al-

lowing for specific recommendations for one entertainment service: magic. Future research 

can focus either on testing the whole model for different entertainment services or simply 

examining component areas. Since the background research that went into developing the 

model focused on general advertising communication theories and service industries. future 

studies could test the proposed model for other service industries. The premise behind the 

hypotheses would be similar. Hypotheses one and two simply sought to identify managerially 

relevant target markets. Hypothesis three compared and positioned competing services (mu-

sic, magic, comedy and juggling) on the basis of salient attributes. Hypothesis four concerned 

involvement level of the relevant target markets for designing an effective message copy 

strategy. Although not tested directly 1n this study. the fourth component area of the proposea 

model considered attitude position of the relevant target market. There were no reasons to 

believe that this model could not be applied in other areas. However. 1t will take future re-

search to determine that. 
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SUMMARY 

This chapter looked at results reported in Chapter IV, brought in the strategies associ-

ated with the component areas and made very specific recommendations for advertising a 

magician. By following the proposed model's guidelines, the idea was put forth that a partic-

ular entertainer (specifically a magician) could effectively restrict a mailing list on the basis 

or a managerially important factor (interest in hiring magic) and design an advertising cam-

paign aimed at an appropriate target market. This chapter also considered potential limita-

tions to the generalizeability of the study's findings and implications for future research. 
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CHAPTER VI: SUMMARY OF THE 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

OVERVIEW 

The final chapter of this thesis summarizes the recommendations that were discussed 

in Chapter V. That chapter took the results of the study and interpreted them into managerial 

recommendations by hypothesis. The reasoning behind the recommendations were based 

on the theoretical models and their strategic implications that were incorporated into the 

conceptual model. The major research issues addressed by the components of the concep-

tual model were: (1) how to choose and identify appropriate target markets, (2) a need for 

positioning a particular entertainment in the consumer's mental set of entertainment choices. 

(3) a need for a determination of message copy strategy and (4) a need for determination of 

an appropriate message presentation strategy. The first issue was addressed by segmenta-

tion. the second by positioning. the third by advertising strategy and the fourth by creative 

decisions. Chapter I examined theoretical literature in these fields to explain the needs of the 

conceptual model. Chapter II used particular theories and models to develop the model. 
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Chapter Ill laid out the research methods used to test the model. while Chapter IV discussed 

the analyses and results. Chapter V took the results and explained them in terms of the the-

ories and their strategic 1mol1cat1ons. This final chapter sums up the purpose of this study; to 

develop a normative model of advertising communication strategy that could be used by 

entertainers (example: mag1c1ans) to focus their advertising efforts. The recommendations 

are consolidated and presented in a form that could be followed in a step-by-step manner. 

Table 17 presents the consolidated recommendations. 

Overall Conclusions of the Research 

APPROPRIATE TARGET MARKETS: The first step in designing effective advertising 

messages is a determination of the target audience. This study took a large and very lucrative 

overall market, restaurants. and set out to further segment them on the basis of managers' 

interest in hiring magic. The overall restaurant population was broken down into four cate-

gories of easily, and inexpensively, determined characteristics. These were; location, classi-

fication, atmosphere style and entertainment status. The study determined the appropriate 

breakdowns of these categories. Location was defined in terms of urban. rural or suburban. 

Classification. the food service method. was grouped by table-service. fast food or lounges. 

Atmosphere was the managers' perseptions of the restaurant's style and were categorized 

by romantic. family or college/active style. The final restaurant group was entertainment sta-

tus. This was determined by the current presence or absence of entertainment. 

As explained in Chapter V. the results of the study indicated which type within each 

category group was most s1gniflcantly interested in hiring magic. In summary, the appropriate 

restaurant types for magicians to target are: 

Location: Urban 

Classification: Lounges 
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TABLE 17 

Summary of Recommendations 

Appropriate Target Markets: 

• Urban 
·Lounges 
• College/ Active Style 
• Currently Offering Entertainment 

Message Strategy {Position): 

• Urban • no specific recommendation 
• Lounges ··more than a magician· 
•College/Active Style· ·emphasize nonoffensiveness· 
·Currently Offering entertainment· "more than a magician· 

Copy Strategy: 

• Straightforward - factual positioning emphasis 

Message Presentation: 

• no need for credible source 

• repetition (follow-up flyers) 

• avoid rhetorical questions 

• avoid distraction 
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Atmosphere style: College/active style 

Entertainment status: Those currently offering entertainment. 

Any of these restaurant types 1s better suited for targeting by a mag1c1an than other types by 

the relevant categories. 

POSITIONING STRATEGY: The positioning model used determined those attributes 

perceived as being important to managers of the appropriate target restaurants and also de· 

termmed the position of magic over these attributes with regards to common competive 

entertainment forms (music, comedy and juggling). Message strategy as dictated by posi-

tioning, is concerned with including only that information that should be of interest to manag-

ers in a messages' content. Based on the significance of salient attributes and the beliefs of 

how well magic provides them, the following recommendations are put forth: 

Urban: No specific recommendations for message content. 

Lounges: Emphasize that you are, "NOT JUST ANOTHER MAGICIAN." 

College/active styte: Emphasize the nonoffensive nature of your act. 

Currently offering entertainment: Emphasize that you are. "NOT JUST ANOTHER 

MAGICIAN." 

The explanations that provided the reasoning behind these comments were discussed in 

Chapter V. As this chapter is primarily interested in simply summarizing and consolidating the 

recommendations, it is not necessary to provide further explanations here. 

COPY STRATEGY: The study found that managers of all the appropriate target segments 

were very similar in their level of involvement with the decision to hire entertainment. of which 

magic is a representative form. Therefore, the same message copy strategy applies to any 

and all of the appropriate target markets. For each. a straightforward-rational approach is best 

suited. This means that the recommendations tor positioning strategy; lounges and restau-

rants currently offenng entertainment • emphasize "more than just another magician" and 

collegetactive style - emphasize "nonoffens1veness", should not be hidden behind "cute" or 

"clever" appeals. This information should be stated directly and up front in an advertisement. 
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be it a one-page flyer or a multi-page brochure. As stated for the positioning recommen-

dations. the theoretical reasonings were discussed in Chapter V and are not relevant here. 

MESSAGE PRESENTATION: The final area of recommendations falls under the issue of 

message presentation. and was addressed by the creative dec1s1ons component of the con-

ceptual model. The implications of this area deal with how to present the overall message. 

Because this component is directly related to the area looking at message copy strategy and 

an overall inferred attitude position, the recommendations hold true for all selected target 

markets. When p.resenting the straightforward, rational copy, there is no need for searching 

around for quotes (i.e., David Copperfield says, "Best magician I've ever seen"). This is a 

common method used for getting attention and for creating a semblance of credibility, but is 

not necessary for these particular markets. Also, the messages should be presented in as 

clear a manner as possible so as not to take a chance of confusing the reader. Probably the 

most important presentation recommendation that came out of this study was that repetition 

is highly desirable. Magicians should not rely on one advertisment per receiver. The relevant 

target markets are best reached using several follow-up reminders. The timing of these re-

minders was not determined by this study, however too much time should not be allowed to 

pass. This risks the receiver forgetting the previous message, and thus reducing the repetitive 

impact. 

Table 17 lays out these recommendations in a step-by-step manner. No theoretical ex• 

planations were given here as they have no meaning to a magician designing his/her adver-

tising. These recommendations were all explained as to their theoretical backgrounds in 

Chapter V. 
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SUMMARY 

This chapter consolidated the recommendations discussed in Chapter v in order to 

provide a step-by-step summary of how magicians should develop persuasive communi· 

cations that are aimed at restaurant ma~agers. As the final chapter or a thesis that developed 

a managerially relevant conceptual model that was based on academic theones and models. 

Chapter VI tied together the managerial and theoretical to devise an easily followed adver· 

tising strategy for magicians. 
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APPENDIX A: SURVEY INSTRUMENT 

SURVEY ON ENTERTAINMENT AmTUDES 

Thi• survey Is being conducted in conjunction with a Master's thesis from Virginia Tech. The 
objective of this survey is to obtain some information about attitudes towards entertainment. It is 
believed that the information obtained from this survey will be of value to entertainers in terms 
of helping them to focus their advertising communications efforts. 

All answers will be held in the strictest confidence. Analysis of the data will be on an 
aggregate basis, and no individual person or restaurant will be identifiable on the basis of the data or 
the reports that stem from it. It Is important to note that there are no right or wrong answers. 
Please answer In terms of your own beliefs. Thank you very much for your cooperation. 
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(703) 961-6949 
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PART I. For the following statements please indicate the degree that you agree or disagree with the 
statement. Circle the number that Indicates your response. 

Strongly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Agree Agree Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Disagree 

Nor 
Disagree 

1 2 3 4 s 6 7 

1. I view the hiring of entertainment services as not being· relevant to my job. 

1 2 3 4 s 6 7 

2. I pay attention to advertisements for entertainment services that I am interested in. 

1 2 3 4 5 7 

3. I would hire an entertainer based on an advertisement only. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

4. Entertaining patrons is important to running a successful restaurant. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

s. Entertainment would be beneficial for my restaurant. 

1 2 3 4 s 6 7 

6. I would be interested in hiring entertainment for my restaurant. 

1 2 3 4 s 6 7 

7. Magic Is a suitable entertainment form for my restaurant. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

8. I would be interested in hiring a magician for my restaurant. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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PART 2. For the following statements please indicate the degree of like Ii hood of the statement. 
CJrcle the number that indicates your response. 

Very Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Moderately Very 
Likely Likely Likely Likely Unlikely Unlikely Unlikely 

Nor 
Unlikely 

+3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 

9. Music is an entertainment form that can be lively for my restaurant. 

+3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 

10. Comedy shows are an entertainment form that can be lively for my restaurant. 

+3 +2 +1 0 ·1 -2 

11. Magic shows are an entertainment form that can be lively for my restaurant. 

+3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 

12. Juggling shows are an entertainment form that can be lively for my restaurant. 

+3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 

13. Music can be unobtrusive (i.e. patrons can choose to ignore it) in my restaurant. 

+3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 

14. Comedy shows can be unobtrusive (i.e. patrons can choose to ignore it) in my restaurant. 

+3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 

15. Magic shows can be unobtrusive (i.e. patrons can choose to ignore it) In my restaurant. 

+3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 

18. Juggling shows can be unobtrusive (i.e. patrons can choose to ignore it) in my restaurant. 

+3 +2 +1 0 ·1 -2 

17. Music can be adaptable to all ages in my restaurant. 

+3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 

18. Comedy shows can be adaptable to au· ages in my restaurant. 

+3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 

19. Magic shows can be adaptable to all ages in my restaurant. 

+3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 
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Very Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Moderately Very 
Lllcely Lllcely Likely Lilcely Unlikely Unlikely Unlllcely 

Nor 
Unlikely 

+3 +2 +1 0 -1 ·2 -3 

20. Juggling shows can be adaptable to all ages in my restaurant. 

+3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 

21. Music can be performed in a restricted place in my restaurant. 

+3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 

22. Comedy shows can be performed in a restricted place in my restaurant. 

+3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 

23. Magic shows can be performed in a restricted place in my restaurant. 

+3 +2 +1 0 ·1 -2 -3 

24. Juggling shows can performed in a restricted place in my restaurant 

+3 +2 +1 0 -1 ·2 

25. Music can be conducted in a nonoffensive manner in my restaurant. 

+3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 

26. Comedy shows can be conducted in a nonoffensive manner in my restaurant. 

+3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 

27. Magic shows can be conducted in a nonoffensive manner in my restaurant. 

+3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 

28. Juggling shows can be conducted in a nonoffensive manner in my restaurant. 

+3 +2 +1 0 -1 ·2 

29. Music can get the patrons involved in my restaurant. 

+3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 

30. Comedy shows can get the patrons involved in my restaurant. 

+3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 

31. Magic shows can get the patrons involved in my restaurant. 

+3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 

32. Juggling shows can get the patrons involved in my restaurant. 

+3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 
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PART 3. For the following statements please indicate the degree of importance that the statement 
has for you. Circle the numoer that indicates your response. 

Very 
Important 

Moderately 
Important 

Sllghtl'I 
Important 

Neither Sllghtl'I Moderately Very 
Important Unimportant Unimportant Unimportant 

Nor· 
Unimportant 

+3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 

33. Liveiiness m entertaining patrons in my restaurant is: 

+3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 

34. Unobtrusiveness of the entertainment in my restaurant is: 

+3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 

35. The ability of the entertainment to be adaptable to all ages in my restaurant is: 

+3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 

36. The ability or the entertainment to be capable of being performed in a restricted place is: 

+3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 

37. Nonoffensiveness of the entertainment is: 

+3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 

38. The ability of the entertainment to get the audience involved is: 

+3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 
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PART 4. Shown below are. pairs of adjectives describing different 
entertainment services. Consider the 1mpress1on you have of each. Then. circle the number 
on the scale that best describes your impression of the entertainment service. 

Music is: 

39. 

40. 

41. 

Interesting 

Worthwhile 

Enjoyable 

Magic shows are: 

42. 

43. 

44. 

Interesting 

Worthwhile 

Enjoyable 

Comedy shows are: 

45. 

46. 

47. 

Interesting 

Worthwhile 

Enjoyable 

Juggling shows are: 

48. Interesting 

49. Worthwhile 

so. Enjoyable 

(1) 

(1) 

(1) 

(1) 

(1) 

(1) 

(1) 

(1) 

(1) 

(1) 

( 1) 

( 1) 
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(2) 

(2) 

(2) 

(2) 

(2) 

(2) 

(2) 

(2) 

{2) 

(2) 

(2) 

(2) 

(3) 

(3) 

(3) 

(3) 

(3) 

(3) 

(3) 

(3) 

(3) 

(3) 

(3) 

(3) 

{4) 

(4) 

(4) 

(4) 

(4) 

(4) 

(4) 

(4) 

(4) 

(4) 

(4) 

(4) 

(5) 

(5) 

(5) 

(5) 

(5) 

(5) 

(5) 

(5) 

(5) 

(5) 

(5) 

(5) 

{6) 

(6) 

{6) 

(6) 

(6) 

(6) 

(6) 

(6) 

(6) 

(6) 
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(6) 

(7) 

(7) 

(7) 

(7) 

(7) 

(7) 

(7) 

(7) 

(7) 

(7) 

(7) 

(7) 

Boring 

Worthless 

Unenjoyable 

Boring 

Worthless 

Unenjoyable 

Boring 

Worthless 

Unenjoyable 

Boring 

Worthless 

Un enjoyable 
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PART 5. Please .answer the following general auestions about your restaurant. 

51. Have you ever hired entertainment? 

Yes ___ _ 
No ___ _ 

52. Have you ever hired a magic1an(s)? 

Yes ___ _ 
No----

53. If yes to (52), approximately ____ times in the last five years? 

54. If no to (52), why not? (Please be specific) 

55. Are you currently offering entertainment at your restaurant? (Please check one). 

Yes ___ _ 
No ____ _ 

56. What is the general atmosphere of your establishment? (Please check one): 

Romantic -----Family ___ _ 
Other ____________________ (Please specify) 

57. How would you generally classify your establishment? (Please check one): 

Restaurant (table seivice only) ___ _ 
Cafeteria (seivmg line) ----
Fast Food ----Lounge ___ _ 
Other ___ _ 

58. What is the general locatron of your restaurant? (Please check one): 

Urban ___ _ 
Rural ___ _ 

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR COOPERATION. 
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